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nouncements 1910-11 
e WHIT&, "1tlNTa1ts, Sl'AltTAM8U1tO, S , C . 
Wofford College 
BENJAMIN WOFFORD, a local minister of the 
•ltbcldis" t Episcopal Church, South, died in the town of 
g, S. C., December 2, 1850. He left in his will a 
of one hundred thousand dollars to the South Carolina 
"for the purpose of establishing and endowing a 
for literary, classical and scientific education, to be 
in my native district, Spartanburg." One-half of the 
WU to be laid aside as a permanent endowment. 
was given by the Legislature of South Carolina, 
6, 1851. Suitable buildings having been erected, a 
and professors were elected November 24, 1853, and 
was opened August l, 1854. Since that time it 
been suspended, though for a time during the Civil 
not above the grade of a classical school. At the 
tbe war college classes were again organized. 
• of Benjamin Wofford was exceptionally large 
it was given. No Methodist in America (perhaps 
) had given so large an amount to religious or edu-
jects. The will of the founder was clear, so that 
or doubt has arisen in carrying out its few details. 
1ftre taken at once to add to the endowment. All 
away by the results of the war. The South Carolina 
h1>era!Jy made arrangements for the emergency, 
lllnual assessment kept the College from closing its 
tbe meantime efforts have been made to restore the 





There are twenty-two buildings on a beautiful 
nearly seventy acres. Be ides the main college building 
are five brick residence for professors, the Wilbur E. 
Gymnasium, John B. Cleveland Science Hall, the W · 
Smith Memorial Library, three large brick buildings 
the Fitting School, and ten cottages. 
The College students have their rooms in a number of 
cottages conveniently located. Only two students arc 
to a room. They take their meals with families whole 
are near the campus. 
Coarse• Offered 
Wofford College is distinctly a college of liberal arts, 
courses of instruction are represented by the following 
ments: Department of Physics, Geology and Mine 
partment of Chemistry and Biology; Department of 
matics and Astronomy; Department of Applied 1 la 
Department of English Language, Literature aml 
Department of Latin Language and Literature; D 
Greek Language and Literature, New Testament and 
Greek; Department of the French and. German Lan 
Literatures· Department of Psychology, Philosophy 
lish Bible; Department of History and Economics. 
Fitting Schools 
Wofford College owns and controls two well eq · 
carefully managed schools that prepare e peciallJ 
Freshman Class. One is connected with the College 
tanburg, and the other is at Bamberg. The 
method have been adapted for doing just such work 
fit a boy for a successful college cour e. Parents, 
are urged to look well into the claims of these schools 
have in mind sending their boys to college. Mr. A. 
at Spartanburg, and Mr. J. C. Guilds, at Bamberg, 
pleasure in answering all inquiries. 
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Sitaatio11 and S 
ATJON N b arroanding1 
.- o etter climate can b f 
Car l~ork than that of the h" he p~und anywhere for oma It· tg ied Ind bod . is salubrious and b . mont region of 
the y to do their best Tl ~acing, and stimulates 
students live is a h .. h 1e ollege campus u 
the dust and s k' ig , well drained h ·11 ' pon 
'thin mo e and nois f . I ' removed 
the hea reach all the conveni: o the city. Students thus ~~~ful benefits of the co:~~; of the .city, together ~ngs, so conducive to heal~h Be i~e these nat-
poss1ble, of the exe . ' oversight is tak 
Y 
. rcises and s en, 
equipped Gymnasium d ports of students A 
or h be • un er the · L~ .' a.s . en found of value care of a compe-
UIH m a1dmg th • not only in . of . e growing bod' preserving 
TigOrous natural develop ies of young men to 
A 
0 
I ment a 
NTELLECTUAL S . ~excellent social and in~:~~u ~rncs.-Spartanburg 
ents-entertain a atmosphere Tb 
•nt-....:ir ments that mak f . e e.c~n tantly within reach e or the highest 
mus1c1an lecture b of the tudent M , . 
• ' s y me . usic 
all by authors who are ma~inof wor~d-wide reputa-
means of general cult g the literature of the 
ICllSC the students of W ffure that help to educate . 
o ord. m 
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Be.,J ef T ra1tee1 
J. LYLES GLENN (I899), P resident .. ..... . Chester, 
REv. E. T. HODGES (I89(5) . .. .. . .... S. C. Com 
REv. R. A. CHILD, D. D. ( I898) . . . . . . .. S. C. Con 
REv. MARION DARGAN ( I900) . . . . . . . . S. C. Con 
REv. }AMES W . Kn.Go (IS}06) .. .... .. S. C. Con 
W. E. BURNETT ( I9QO), Secretary . . . . Spartanburg, 
}OHN B. CLEVELAND (I900) .. . ..... Spartanburg. 
HE RY P. WILLIAMS ( I90I) . . . . . . . . . . Charlestoo, 
J. A. McCULLOUGH ( I902) . . . . . . . . . . Greenville, 
B. H ART Moss (I903) .. . .... ..... Orangeburg, 
H. B. CARLISLE ( I907) . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
R. P. STACKHOUSE (I907) ... . . .. .. .. · . · Dillon/ 
REv. W. T. DUNCAN ( I908) ... ......... Sumter, 
Alumni A11ociation 
WILBUR E . BURNETT (Class '76) 
President 
J. FLEMING BROWN (Class '76) 
S ecretary ana Treasttrer 
CATALOGUE 
FecaltJ .nil ORicen 
HENRY N. SNYDER 
President 
~ . . . 
*JAMES H . CARLISLE, A. M., LL. D. 
Pr11id1r1t Emeritus and Professor of English B ible 
DANIEL A. DUPRE, A. M. 
Professor of Physics and Geology 
J. A. GAMEWELL, A. M. 
Professor of Latin 
HENRY N. SNYDER, M. A., Litt. D., LL. D. 
Proftuor of English Language and Literaturt 
ARTHUR G. REMBERT, A. M~ 
Professor of Greek 
J . G. CLINKSCALES, A. M. 
Professor of Mathematics 
D. D. w ALLACE, A. M., Ph. D. 
Professor of History and Economics 
CoLEMAN B. w ALLER, A. M., Ph. D. 
Professor of Chemistry and Biology 
w. A. COLWELL, M. A., Ph. D. 
Professor of German and French 
tMATTBEW LYLE SPENCER, A. M. 
Assistant Professor of English 
R. L. WIGGINS, ]R., A. M. 
Aeling Assistant Professor of English 
II, Jllll. f.lbeent Oil lean, 1900-10. 
. ·. :. 
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J. B. PEEBLES, B. E. 
Assistant Professor of Applied Mathematics 
*REV. E. K. HARDIN, M. A. 
Assistant Professor of Psychology, Pltilosoplty and Englisla 
w. w. MOONEY, M.A. 
Assista111 Professor of Latin 
V. C. Eow ARDS, A. B. 
Instructor in Chemistry and Physics 
R. G. BRESSLER, A. B. 
Instructor in Gymt1asiutn 
J. A. GAMEWELL 
Secretary 
D. A. DuPRE 
Treasurer 
Miss MARY S. DuPRE 
Librarian 




C. B. Waller 
H. N. Snyder 
R. L. Wiggins, Jr. 
UE AND AoVERTISI G 
J. A. Gamewell 
H. N. Snyder 
D. D. Wallace 
A. M. DuPre 
cs 
A. G. Rembert 
. L. Spencer 
C. B. Waller 
R. G. Bressler 
AL 
A. M. DuPre 
W. A. Colwell 
M. L. Spencer 
R. L. Wiggins, Jr. 
LOAN FUND . 
D. A. DuPre 
H. N. Snyder 
J. G. Clinkscales 
HALLS AND COTTAGES 
J. B. Peebles 
D. A. DuPre 
H. N. Snyder 
LIBRARY 
D. D. Wallace 
W.W. Mooney 
H. N. Snyder 
J. A. Gamewell 
SCHEDULE 
A. G. Rembert 
W. A. Colwell 





S . ·s d·1v·1ded into two terms with no in The ess1on 1 
•a;;::;irst Term begins on the third Wednesday in 
ber. b . on the first day of February. 
The Seco~d Telrm egm~e first Tuesday after the 
The Session c oses on 
Sunday in June. 
Helida1• 
Founder's Day, October 19 
Thanksgiving Day 
One Week at Christmas 
Washington's Birthday 
Carlisle Day, May 4 
Littr•11 S.ci1tit1 aad Cl•" Fa11diou 
Oratorical Contest, February 22 d . April 
Sophomore Exhibition, second Mon :y ~ May 
Freshman Declamation, second Mon ay m 
• woN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SESSION OF 
1910-11 
applying for admission to the Freshman Class 
famish satisfactory evidence of their fitness to do the 
tither by examination or by certificates from approved 
and teachers. All certificates must be specific as to the 
studied, the amount of work completed, and the time 
to it 
ting the applicant's attainments the "unit" system 
ased, in which each unit of credit represents a course 
high school year of thirty-six weeks, five periods a 
in any particular study. Applicants for full admission 
t fourteen units from the list described below. Ten 
f ( I<>l) units must be as follows: English Gram-
Composition and Rhetoric, and Literature 3, Algebra 
Quadratics Ii, Plane Geometry 1, United States His-
and foreign language or languages 4. If Latin is 
for admission not less than three (3) units will be ac-
more than four (4) units of conditions will be allowed 
students. Conditioned students will be registered 
college catalogue as "conditioned students" until they 
off their conditions. All students who are pur-
a regular degree course and have not more than one 
behind will be registered in the college catalogue as 
; those who have more than one study behind or are 
• a degree course will be registered as "irregular." 
.. 
.Adtxmced English Grammar.-Every applicant must 
he able to show that he has had a thorough training in 
theory and practice of Grammar. He will be tested 
hJ questions on the parts of speech and their uses, the 
relation of phrases, and the structure and analysis of 
lelltences. The tests of the applicant's knowledge will 
he largely based on his ability to analyze sentences se-
12 WOFFORD COLLEGE 
lected from the books set for study and practice. 
below.) . . The applicant will be 
2. Rhetoric and Composition.-. . f ood writinr-
. ed on the fundamental prmc1ples o g f .u.._ 
amm of speech form o wr the qualities of style, figures . be , ired to 
. t But chiefly he will requ . 
cour e,he c. f e his ability to write clear, simple, 
throug prac ic • h' b'l'ity in this direction 
E 1. h To te t is a I rect ng is · · ho en from 
must write several themes upon t~p1cs c ·11 be a 
. (See below.) No applicant w1 . 
reading. ·u work is notably defective, part1~larly 
who e wn en 11' unctuatton, 
grammatical correctness, spe mg, p h had 
. He should therefore ave ... 
paragraphing. 't' nder the careful cnt\C\SID practice in theme-wn mg u 
his teachers. 
3. Literature- p f . Shakespeare's Mat 
I. For Study and rac ic~. ro and 1l Peru 
M'1lton's L~rcidas, Comus, L Allcg , 1. n' F 
J ·z· · r Wa 1mgto Burke's Speech on Co11c11atto~i o H'll Or . 
well Address and Webster's First Bmiker , t Ess 
, L 'f of Johnson or Carlyle 01 Macaulay s t e 
Burns. ( to be selectecl 
II For Reading: Group I two V. I 
· L'k It· Henry · Shakespeare's As you t e ~ . e/flh M' 
. Tl Merchant of V cnuc, Tw 
Caesar , ie b lected) : Bacon s Essa)'S; 
Group 2 (one to e se I . ddison's 
Yan's The Pilgrim's Progress, Part b: phy 
. F anklin s A1tfo iogra . 
R&:u:e3 ~~v::z:~' be rselected): ~hauc~r·~ Pr's 
, F . Qtt ecne (Selections) , ope 
Spenser s a.z;~k. Goldsmith's The Descried Jli 
Rape of the ' (Fir t Series), Boob 
Palgrave's Goldeii Treasury . D d 
and III, with especial attention to ry en, 
Gray, Cowper, and Bburns. lected): Goldsmith' 
Group 4 (two to e se ' 
. f n; kefield· Scott's Ivanhoe; Scotts Vicar o "" a ' s G 
Durward; Hawthorne's Ho~ue of ~::kel~e~r: 
Thackeray's Henr)' Esmond, Mrs. 
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Dickens' A Tale of Two Cities; George Eliot's Silas 
Mar11cr; Blackmore's Lorna Doone. 
Group 5 (two to be selected): Irving's Sketch 
Book (Selections); Lamb's Essays of Elia; DeQuin-
cey's Joan of Arc and The English Mail Coach; Car-
lyle's H croes and H cro Worship; Emerson's Essays 
( elected); Ruskin's Sesame a11d Lilies. 
Group 6 (two to be selected): Coleridge's The An-
cient Mariner; Scott's The Lady of the Lake; Byron's 
Ma.:eppa and The Prisoner of Chilloii; Palgrave's 
Golden Treasury (First Series), Book IV, with espec-
ial attention to Wordsworth, Keats, and Shelley; Mac-
aulay's Lays of Ancient Rome; Poe's Poems; Lowell's 
The Vision of Sir Lamifal; Arnold's Sohrab and Rus-
tum,· Longfellow's The Coi,rtship of Miles Standish; 
Tenny on's Lancelot a11d Elaine, The Passing of Ar-
thur, Gareth and L)•nette; Browning's Cavalier Tunes, 
The Lost Leader, How The)' Broitght the Good News 
from Ghmt to Ai.i:, Evelyn Hope, Home Thottghts 
from Abroad, Home Thoughts from the Sea, Incident 
of the French Camp, The Boy and the Angel, One 
Word More, Harve Reil, Pheidippides. 
The object of this course is to lead the student into 
an intelligent appreciation of the best literature, and 
while the books are to be read outside the class, how to 
read them and what to look for in them are to be sug.:. 
gt ted by the teacher. They are to be discussed at ap-
pointed periods in the class-room, and the pupil is ex-
pected to know the general subject-matter of each. The 
topics for testing the applicant's ability to write (see 
above, Rhetoric and Compo ition) will be offered from 
a number of topics chosen from this list. The exami-
nation, therefore, will show both his skill in writing and 
his knowledge of the subject. 
Id 6i11JJ1 u.;,. 
J. College Algebra. 
(a) To Quadratics. I unit. 
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(b) Quadratics through Progressions. i unit. 
2. Plane Geometry. I unit. 
3. Solid Geometry. t unit. 
4. Trigonometry. t unit. 
111. L•ti•-4 Ullit. 
I. Grammar and Composition. I unit. 
2. Cresar-any four books of the Gallic War. 1 unit. 
3. Cicero-six orations, or the equivalent. I unit. 
4. Virgil-six books of JEneid. I unit . 
IV. Cntl 3 Ulliu 
I. Grammar and Composition. I unit. 
2. Xenophon-first four books of the Anabasis. 
3. Homer's Iliad-the first three books, with 
and translation at sight. I unit. 
Note: While Greek may be offered among the 
quired units for entrance, those who have never 
this subject may begin it in college. Greek thus 
gun will count as a regular college study. 
V. Fmtd-2 Uait. 
I. One-half of Elementary Grammar, and at least 100 
175 pages of approved reading. I unit. 
2. Grammar complete, and 200 to 400 pages of a 
reading. 1 unit. 
VI. Spaaillt-2 Uait. 
The same requirements as in French. 
VII. Ctnrtu- 2 Ullit. 
I. One-half of Elementary Grammar, and at least 75 
100 pages of approved reading. I unit. 
2 . Elementary Grammar completed, and at least 150 
200 pages of approved reading. I unit. 
VIII. Hiitory-4 Uniu 
1. American History (Civics may 
course). 1 unit. 
2. General History. I unit. 
3. Greek and Roman History. 1 unit. 
4. English History. I unit. 
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........_,uu.a 
I. Botany. I unit. 
The preparation in Botany should include the stud 
of at least one modern text-book, such as Bergen's"El y 
ments of Botan " t th e-
tory N y, oge er with an approved Labora-ote-book. 
2.. Zoology. I unit. 
A course upon the same plan as that outlined for 
Botany. 
3- Physics. I unit. 
Cb The, s~dy 0~ a ,?1o~ern text-book, such as Carhart & 
. ute s Physics, with a Laboratory Note-book, cov-
enng at least forty exercises from a list f . ty 
more. o six or 
4- Chemistry. r unit. 
The preparation in Chemistry shall be upon the same 
gene':8l plan as that prescribed for Physics. 
S. Physiography. r unit. 
Th~ course is the same as in Botany. 
6. Physiology. t unit. 
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION 
I. Matlanaatic1 1111d .A1trono1111 
Professor Clinkscales 
An understanding of the principles of Arithmetic, 
thorough knowledge of Algebra through Quadratic 
Progressions, Properties of Series, the Binomial 
Logarithms, and of Plane Geometry are required for 
sion into the Freshman Class. 
The Freshmen begin the year with the study of Solid 
etry, the underlying principles being firmly grouoded 
means of written exercises and the solution of original 
!ems. This subject completed, they take up Plane and 
Trigonometry and select topics in higher Algebra. 
The Sophomore year is devoted to the study of Conic 
tions, Higher Plane Curves, and Solid Analytic 
with some work in higher Algebra. 
The Juniors study Differential and Integral Calculul. 
Astronomy is studied during the first half of the 
year. The latter half of the year is given to a rapid 
rithmetic, Algebra, and Geometry. 
In the above courses, we shall try to make tho 
marked characteristic of our work, in order that 
higher branches may be pursued with ease and pl 
TEXT-BOOKS. 
Freshman Class.-Five hours a week. 
Wells' Solid Geometry. 
Wells' Plane and Spherical Trigonometry. 
Wells' College Algebra. 
Sophomore Class.-Three hours a week. 
Nichols' Analytic Geometry. 
Robbins & Sommerville's Exercises in Algeln. 
Junior Class.-Three hours a week. 
Nichols' Differential and Integral Calculus. 
Wentworth & Hill's Exercises in Algebra. 
CATALOGUE 
hours a week. 
's Astronomy. 
' 's Drill Book in Algebra, or 
ey's Algebra. 
D. Appli~ Matliemetic1 
Assistant Professor Peebles. 
~ptzed that pure mathematics i the foundation of 
work, and all students who wi h to take the 
ect mu t elect the courses offered in pure math-
Tbis rule applies also to Physics as an allied subject. 
year's work con ists of a thorough cour e in the 
echanics and Mechanical Drawing. Thi work 
completed sati factorily, the student is prepared 
the more advanced studies of the Junior and Senior 
Junior year the student is carefully drilled in 
of magnetsim and direct currents. This course in-
• tal work with electromagnet , direct current 
tors, and auxiliary apparatus, taking into ac-
Jrinciples of design. 
' r year Applied Mathematics divides into two 
, Electrical (continuation of the Junior course), 
and Topographical Surveying. 
electricity the study of alternating currents is 
laboratory work of this course con ists of a se-
IDd experiments corroborating and explaining the 
the class-room. For a comprehensive study of 
the student must have a thorough knowledge of 
who are admitted to this class must, therefore, 
a grade of Bo per cent. in that subject. 
'ng: As a preliminary to each branch of sur-
)' of the instruments employed is made, treat-
trical and mechanical relations, their adjust-
Office computations, plotting and mapping 
of the field survey . 
llltbentatics cannot be elected by any student who 
18 
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d f 8o per cent in Fresbmall has not attained a gra e 0 · 
ematics and Physics I. 
The work is planned as follows: 
Sophomore Year. 
1echanical Drawing ( nthony), three hours per week. 
ter~~ments of Mechanics (Merriman)' three hours per 
second term. ]1mior Year. 
Lessons in Practical Electricity (Swoop)' two h 
we~~~c~;i~lt~r:· Magnetic Calculations (Atkinson)' two 
per week second term. k Labor~tory' two periods, two hours per wee . 
Senior Year. 
Alternating Currents (Steinmetz or Raymond) , two 
per week. h er week 
Laboratory, one period. oflt~o ou~~gp (Tracy. or J 
Plane and Topograph1ca urvey1 
two hours per week. two hours per week. 
Field Work, one period of 
III. Physics and Gtology 
Professor DuPre mid M~. Edi~ards 
1 d e and training obtamed m an cl 
The ~ow e ~ hile absolutely essential in all 
course m Physics, V: h 1 ful in every professional or 
work, is deemed qmte e p 
ness pursuit in life. 
PHYSICS 
Two courses tn. Physics will be given, known as 
and IL . be · ed to take Course I. 
All degree students will req~ir . 'ed d ec1tations, accomparu 
will consist of lectures an r ti. While a few 
f ses of demonstra on. 
periments or purpo b. t f Mechanics the greater 
·11 be given to the su 1ec s o ' 
w1 ·11 be devoted to a study of Energy, 
of the year w1 
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, Heat, Electricity, Magnetism, and Sound, or Light, 
may allow. Applicants for this course during the 
year must present satisfactory evidence of having 
year's training in Elementary Physics ; but this con-
cloes not apply to members in full standing of the Soph-
Oass. 
II in Physics may be elected by those students only 
completed very satisfactorily Course I. The periods 
pen almost entirely to laboratory work and to the 
and discussing of papers prepared by the students 
their work and upon subjects assigned by the instructor. 
periods per week of two hours each are required. 
GEOLOGY : COURSES I AND I I. 
ts that take Course I will give three periods per week 
entire year, chiefly to classroom work, acquiring a 
of the main facts and principles of Dynamical, 
, Physiographical and Historical Geology, with oc-
excursions to points of geological intere t in the vi-
of Spartanburg. 
II will give three hours per week to applied Geol-
y of rocks and minerals in the laboratory, and to ex-
in the field, mapping small areas and sections where 
arc favorable . The student thus familiarizes himself 
methods of determining and classifying metallic ore>, 
and the chief rock-forming minerals of the Piedmont 
II will be open to those students only who have com-
Coursc I very satisfactorily and who have had one 
training in Physics and Chemistry. 
the present year several excellent specimens of 
beryl and copper ore have been presented by Mr. 
ord, of Langford, S. C. 
W. Chtraistry and Biology 
Dr. Waller and Mr. Edwards. 
CHEMISTRY. 
) G11Jtral Chemistry.-Lectures and recitations. The 
ideas of chemical structure; atomic theory in re-
20 WOFFORD COLLEGE 
Iation to the elements; laws of chemical combinati~ns; a 
of the elements and their compounds, including an mtr 
0 · Ch · t Dr. W to rgamc em1s ry. 
Text-Book: Inorganic Chemistry, Newell. 
Three times a week throughout the year. 
(b) Laboratory W ork.-This emb~aces Elem~ntary 
ical Experiments; the use and reactions of vano~s 
with elementary and compound substance~; epar~tlon of 
als; separation of acid radicals; systematic analy 1 of 
alts and minerals. Mr. Ed 
Text-Book: Chemical Experiments, Rem en 
Qualitative Analysis, Whittel y and Dennis. 
Two exercises a week throughout the year. 
II. (a) Organic Chemistry.-Lectures and reci~tions. 
Chemistry of the carbon compounds as outlined m R 
'Organic Chemistry." J?r. W 
(b) Laboratory W ork.-Quantitative Analys1~, T 
selected series of organic preparations from Practical 
of Organic Chemistry, Gaterman. Dr. W 
Two exercises a week throughout the year. 
III. foditstrial Cliemistry.-Text-Book : Outlines of 
trial Chemistry, F. H . Thorp. Mr. Ed 
Recitations: Three hours a week thro.ughout the 
Open to those who have completed Chemistry II. 
BIOLOGY. 
r. (a) General Biology.-The purpose of the -:Vork 
train the student in careful and truthful observation, 
miliarize him with the more common aspects of natur~, 
give him some insight into the fundamental laws of Ii£ 
Waller. 
Te>..1: and Reference Books: General Biology, Sectna 
Wilson; Elements of Biology, T. J. Parker. 
Three times a week throughout the year. Open to 
who have taken Chemistry I. 
(b) Laboratory Work.-The student studies wi~ the 
the microscope and di sects selected plants and animals. 
ning with the simpler forms as yeast, pleurococcu 
CATALOGUE 21 
'um, to the more complex forms, as the fern, flower-
pllnt, earthworm, frog, crawfi sh. Dr. Waller 
-Books: General Biology Laboratory Directions, E. A. 
s; Elementary Le sons in Zoology, J. G. Needham; 
Zoology, Marshal and Hurst. 
V. Eq lish Language and Literature 
S1ydtr, Assistant Professor Spencer,* Acting Assistant 
Professor Wiggins. 
first purpose of the work of this department is to give 
dent such a command of English as will enable 
to. write clear, forcible prose with proper regard for 
, coherence and proportion in the paragraph and 
~~le. composition. Actual practice in prose 
.ruon is begun in the Freshman year, and written work 
ed throughout the entire college course. 
· effort is made to bring the student into sympa-
fir t-hand touch with the work and spirit of the great 
to define clearly the purpose and mission of each and 
ut the four years, to relate literature to life. ' ' 
following courses are offered : 
Elfl/is/i Co1~1position.-Three hours a week during the 
term. Selections from the English prose masters are read 
aalyzed. Practice in composition is gained by daily and 
themes, and frequent consultations are held with each 
for individual criticism and instruction. Required of 
r1Jimen. 
Elfl/ish Composition.-One hour a week during the win-
This course is an arrangement of Course 1 for stu-
ho failed to pas , or who entered late in the fall term. 
Elfllish Composition.-Three hours a week durina the 
tenn. A continuation of Course I. Required ;f all 
i1glish Composition.-Two hours a week during the 
term. In this course a study is made of the principles 
e of logical expres ion and of prose diction and the 
of literary composition. Special emphasis is laid on 
....... 
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narrative prose. A study of selected representative f 
the story is made, and exercises in plot structure, t 
and criticism are given. Required of all Sophomores. 
5. History of English Literature.-One hour a 
throughout the year. Reqi~ired of all Freshme1~. 
6. General Introduction to English Literature.-Three 
a week during the winter term. This course compriset 
study and discussion in class of representative English 
Private reading of parallel courses for special exami 
required. Required of all Freshmen. 
7. History of American Literature.-One hour a 
throughout the year. Required of all Sophomores. 
8. General Introdiiction to American Literature. 
hours a week during the fall term. The aim of this 
is to give the student a working knowledge of the r 
tative American authors, keeping in mind their rela' 
English literature and to national development. Re ' 
all Sophomores. 
9. Elements of Literary Criticism.-Two hours a week 
ing the spring term. A study of English versification 
various forms and essential elements of literature is 
in this course. Analyses of the different masterpieces 
are made through daily themes. Reqitired of all Sop 
IO. The Romantic M ovement.-One hour a week d ' 
fall and winter terms. A survey, by lectures and 
discussions, of the works of Wordsworth, Coleridge, 
Shelley, and Keats. Parallel readings are taken from 
Quincey, Lamb, Scott, Landor, and Jane Austen. 
papers by the class are written each term. Required 
Jmiiors. 
II. The Pre-Raphaelite Movement.-Two hours a 
during the spring term. Lectures and discussions of the 
of the Pre-Raphaelite Movement as shown in the 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Christiana Rossetti, and Sw' 
Parallel readings are taken from Ruskin and other 
rary writers. Required of all Juniors. 
12. The Nineteenth Century Essay.-Two hours a 
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the winter and spr ing terms. Representative prose 
of the Victorian age are studied with a view to their 
to the age and their influence on modern thought. 
room discussions and papers on DeQuincey, Carlyle, 
y, Arnold, and Ruskin. Required of all !itniors. 
Middle E11glish.-One hour a week during the winter 
spring terms. The work of Course 13 centers about 
A number of the Canterbitry Tales, a few se-
from the minor poems, and a portion of the 
are read in class. Lectures on representative types of 
literature a,nd on the literary relations of England 
the continent during the Middle English period are given. 
• ed of all Jmiiors. 
The Short Story.-One hour a week during the fall 
Analysis of short story masterpieces as models precedes 
writing of original short stories by the class. R equired of 
Jaiors. [Not given in 1910-II.] 
S. Shakespere.-Two hours a week during the fall and 
terms. This course involves a study of the place of 
in the history of the English Drama and of the de-
t of his art, a careful reading of most of his plays, 
a special interpretation of the greater plays. Elective for 
Tennyso1i.- One hour a week during the fall and win-
terms. All the poems are read in chronological order, es-
attention being given in the class to the Idylls of the 
• Parallel reading is taken from the dramas. Original 
papers are required each term. Elective for Seniors. 
• Browning.-Two hours a week during the spring term. 
stress of this course is laid on the study and interpreta-
of representative poems. Parallel readings are taken from 
dramas. Term papers are required. Elective for S eniors. 
History and Development of the N ovel.-Two hours a 
throughout the year. The aim of this course is to trace 
wth of prose fiction from the time of Malory, Caxton, 
Lord Berners to the close of the nineteenth century. At-
ia given to the influence of Spanish and French upon 
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. f the English upon German and F 
Engli h fiction, ~n~ 0 k f the most important 
fiction. The pnnc1pal wor s o d Two original theses 
K' r are rea from Mallory to 1P mg . [Not given in 1910-11.) 
. d Elective for Semors. require . 
VJ. Latin 
Professor Gamewell, Assistant ~rof e~sor .i\~1001111 
k Latin during h1 entire co ege 
tudent may ta e . th ourse must continue 
and every student ~:~1!~~~: ye:r,c otherwise it will 
study through the P d e The authors of the 
counted on his work fo.r a cgre r~t two years. The third 
period are studied ~unng tt~; first century of the 
is given to the writers o . the last 
. 't are taken up m 
era The earlier wn ers f tl1e Latin sen 
· the structure o Throughout the course . f the ma terpieccs of 
d. d d selections rom 
carefully stu ie an I t d Attention is paid to 
man literature are trans ad e . d' gs from the best 
hi tory and biography an rea m 
translations are assigned. . v· 'l's 
I Cicero De enectute, Selections from irLagi tin-
. ' , Latin Grammar, S 11 t's Catiline, Bennetts le. 
a u d H . h Four hours a wee 
Dictionary, by Gepp an . aig · d E istles of Horace, 
II Cicero's Letters, atires an p k 
. . Three hours a wee . tion from Latin poets. A ricola or 
III. Pliny's Letters (Wescott). Th:d ~artial. Pl'Oll 
of Tacitus. Selections. from J~v~nal ea Lectures. Three 
position, Botsford's Hi tory o om . 
a week. C tullus. fasterpiece of I Plautus. Terence. a .. 
. (L . ) . P rose Composition, Literature amg ' 
hours a week. 
VII. Grttk 
Professor R embert 
. Greek extends through three yean 
The course m . f lective work. The 
quired and two poss1bl~ years i~s oef Greek on entrance 
may offer one, two or t ree un Greek th1ll 
begin the study in his Freshman year. 
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as a full unconditioned college subject. Most of the 
ts now taking Greek began after entering college. 
special class-room library, growing by the annual addition 
books, cuts, maps, etc., illustrating Greek life, art and lit-
' offer the opportunity for wider and fre her acquaint-
with modern research and cr iticisms in these fields. 
The following cour es are offered: 
A thorough study of some book for beginner in connec-
with the reading in Greek of myths, fables or stories of 
life. In tead of thi reading, the Anabasis Book I may 
taken up. The study of Mythology. Reading in transla-
of selections from Plu tarch's Lives. 
Anabasis, Books I!, III, IV. Thorough study of Attic 
Weekly exercise work in Greek Composition, based 
ltudy of the es ential principles of Syntax. 
e po sible the class will also read P!iaeacian Episode 
tudy of Epic dialect. Sight reading empha ized 
last half of each year. 
s Iliad in rythmic prose translation is studied in 
ith thi are read Benjamin's Troy, a tran lation of the 
, and Witt' The Retreat of the Ten Thousand. 
tltctions from Prose Writers or Herodottts, Plato's 
and Crito.-Review of forms and careful study of 
illu trated by constant practice in translating idiom-
ish sentences into Greek. 
class reads in translation Euthyphro, Phredo, The 
of Aristophanes, ocrates and Athenian Society, and 
Three Dramas of Euripides. 
Elective.) Homer's Iliad or Odyssey.-This is a rapid 
c:ourse, and much of the text i read. Homer is made 
te himself. The poem is approached from the view-
art, literature, character study, and to a limited degree 
chief problems of Homeric criticism. Sight reading in 
the latter part of the course a few lessons are de-
& study of the merits and defects of two or more 
in comparison with the original. 
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One drama will be read the last quarter-usually 
Prometheus Vinctus or Antigone. This will be acco 
by the reading in translation of several dramas and a 
of the Greek Drama as a type of Dramatic Literature. 
History and Literature.-Most of the last term is 
to the study of Greek history and literature through 
books and lectures. 
5. (Elective). The year will be devoted to one of the 
lowing courses : 
(a) Greek Historians.-Two or more books cadl 
Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon's Hellenica. Parallel 
ing in translation of masterpieces selected to illustrate the 
eral stages in the growth of Greek literary form. 
(b) Greek Orators.-Jebb's Attic Orators (selectioas 
Demosthenes' De Corona. Study of Greek Oratory. 
reading as in (a). 
(c). Drama.-Study of one or more plays each of A 
Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes. Study of 
Parallel as in (a). 
6. Throughout the course the student is encouraged 
dertake systematic private reading in the Greek Tes 
Note.-This course merely outlines the scope of the 
done. In the books or authors read it is subject to 
VIII. German and Funch 
Dr. Colwell 
The German is begun in the Freshman year, the l'i 
the Junior year. 
The first object of the courses is to train the 
read the language with facility. Frequent practice in 
from dictation is intended to familiarize him with the 
language. Some time is devoted to sight translation 
position. 
The study of the literature and its most important 
is begun as soon as possible. 
The following courses are offered : 
German !.-Four hours a week. 
CATALOGUE 
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ext-Books: Thomas's Practical G 
Gennan Reader. Sto , I erman Grammar; Car-
" I! -Th , rm s mmensee. . 
ext . ree hours a week 
·Books: Schiller's Ma · S · 
· H tfi na tuart · Fr yta , . 
' a eld's German L . , e gs Die Jour-p t · yr1cs and B 11 d a r1oten; Gersteck ' G a a s; Arndt's 
Composition. er s ermelshausen; Pope's Ger-
n ll f -Th h 
Boo 
. ree ours a week 
• ks: Goethe's F · 
• r -- . ' aust, Part I. Schill , 
' ~sing s Minna vo B ' er s Wallen f r_ n arnhelm L • 
o \n:Tman literature Coll t 1. ectures on the his-
' · a era re ct• · 
s :u1d Scherer's histories of G a m~ m Thomas's, 
biographies. erman literature, and in 
It /.-Three hours a week. 
·Books: Aldrich and Foste ' 
Contes and Le Pet·t Ch rs Elementary French. 
.. I ose . CJ t. , , 
" //.-Three hou ' are ie s Pierrille. 
·Boo . rs a week. 
ks. Daudet's La Belle-N· . 
; Lamartine's Graziella. G iv~rna1se; Hugo's Les 
Some study of the r , ran gent's French Com-
1ves of the authors read 
IX. Hutory and Economie1 . 
Dr. Wallace 
HISTORY COUr • 
• se in History extends over h 
" courses for Seniors . t ree years, with two 
electing to take the wh ~d Is. so organized that a 
lystematically in such ode senes consecutively will 
bea.r directly on that ofo;h:r that t~e work of each 
'llme time con titute a complet succeed~n~ year, but will 
ClOUrses are selected .th ~ course m Itself. 
w1 a VIew t th . 
• and their bearing upon th 0 . ~tr general cul-
life. e conditions and duties 
Reading-Th 1 Iii.I:-- · e c asses are ·d d · 
-.ugraphies arranged b . d gu1 e m their read-
ptofessor from the maty ~elno s. and topics, made out 
....__ · . ena availabl · th .a~ individual student is aided b e m e College 
advice. The library of Am . Y personal confer-
encan history and biog-
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raphy embraces a considerable range of material and 
cellently adapted to the work in hand. The same may 
of the collection in English and European history. 
History /.-Sophomore elective. Three hours a 
through the year. The development of European culture 
the fall of the Roman Empire, the genesis of modern 
ties and the progress of the principles of era of the 
Revolution, and the expansion of European interests 
ilization in South Africa and Asia. 
In 19Q9-10 special attention was paid to the ' 
modern Europe. Harding's Essentials of 1ediaeval 
was used as a text-book for the period from the fall 
Roman Empire of the West to the Renais ance. J.ii 
study of the modern period, Schwill's Political 
Modem Europe was used. Parallel reading was 
European travel, history and biography, with sugg 
reading in several historical novels. Substantially the 
course will be given in 1910-II. 
History //.-Junior elective. Three hours a week 
the year. During 1909-10 the class studied English 
beginning with the Norman Conquest. Gardiner's 
History of England was used as a text-book. The 
of Moran's Theory and Practice of the English Go 
was required, together with other parallel as de cribed 
History I. The same course will be given in 19ro-1 
History ///.-Senior elective. Three hours a week 
the year. During 1909-10 the class devoted two-thirdl 
year to the hi tory of the United States from 1750 
and the rest of the time to a cour e in political · 
constitutional law. Harts Formation of the Union, 
Divi ion and Reunion, and McClain's Con titutional 
the United tates were used as texts, supplemented by 
and parallel reading from leading sources and 
Practically the same course will be given in 19ro-u. 
History IV.- enior elective. Three times a week 
the year. Open to Seniors who have had such pr 
to enable them to pursue the study of a special 
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To be eligible for the work . -~completed satisfactorily t~n ~9l~u the applicant 
Hastory, or if he has not take op omore or Junior 
ord College, must prese t en ~ny Hi tory course 
professor of h · ? evidence atisfactory 
ro_. is preparation f 
.xzuors wh or work of th· 
o are unprepared to . ts 
ID opportunity for the t d en~er this course 
h. h · s u Y of Hist · ' w IC is open to all S . . ory m His-
preparation. History IV ~nior , irrespective of their 
is an adva d 
means of lectures and dire t. nee course, pur-
Oll the leading author·t· c ions by the professor and 1 1es on the e · d ' documents s eech p no covered and on 
Ire studied by the' cpl esr, etc., assigned readings in 
ass. nstead f 
each student upon enrollin o p~rchasing text-
professor five dollars wh · h .g places m the hands 
Ille of the class These ~c ~s .used to purcha e books 
of the college. and i'n aodod.t~ unmediately become the 
L-l ' , 1 ion to th k 
•ic ves, constitute a constant! e ".'or s already 
len'es both as the equipment f ~ growing collection 
and as a valuable source l~~ t e ;ork of the cla s 
and essays. 1 rary or special inves-
1909-10 the class studied th · 
the colonies from 1750 . e relations between Eng-
llld political conditions o:~~nto. the Revolution. Thc: 
attention was paid to the . e . h~es were examined. 
Carolina, both on account o mst:itut10~s a.nd history of 
to practically all the class ~:~e spe~1al mterest inher-
fully the local and , also m order to under-
Mparation from the moth general conditions leading up 
lllDe er country 
course will be inven . . 
«>· m 1910-u. 
Required Essays 
ltudent in History will be re . 
dining the year. The first w·11 ~u1red ~o hand in two 
of a practice exercise Th I b e a brief study in the 
by th · e su stance and th . e professor with the b. . me od will 
In the use of historical o Ject of ltnproving the 
•atic· m f sources and auth "t' 
""' o the results of . . . on ies and 
an investigation. The second 
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essay will be more extended and will be required in the 
From these the professor will select the best, which, ' 
of sufficient merit that may be handed in by students not 
bers of the History classes, will constitute the five to be 
mitted to the judges of the Hart Moss History Prize 
The Hart Moss History Price 
Through the liberality of Mr. B. Hart Moss, of 
burg, the College is able to offer a prize of twenty d 
the student, not an instructor or graduate, who shall 
to the Professor of History, not later than the 1st of 
the best essay on an approved historical subject. This 
suited in some excellent work in investigation and 
sition. The authors and subjects of the winning essays 
the founding of the prize have been as follows : 
i905.-J. M. Ariail, of the class of i905, "Bi 
Man." 
HJOO.-W. W. Carson, of the class of i907,''The J 
Era." 
i907.-W. W. Carson, of the class of 1907, "Notes 
Jeffersonian Era: The Building of a Nation." 
1<)08.-A. B. Nettles, of the class of 1908, "Nullifi 
South Carolina." 
1909.-Marion Dargan, Jr., of the 
Character of Cromwell." 
ECONOMICS 
Junior elective. Three hours a week through the year. 
course in 1909-10 was based upon Ely's Outlines of 
omics (revi ed and enlarged edition of 1908) and N 
Watson's Economics. The two were used in 
throughout the course. Special attention was paid to 
the text-book being supplemented by lectures, ex · 
problems and full explanations of the forms used by the 
Bank Examiner, copies of which were supplied to the 
The same course will be given in 1910-11. 
The announcement of the above text-books in 
Economics does not prevent others being substituted 
the beginning of the course if the professor should 
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X. P11chology, Phi101op/ty and B"bl A . 1 e 
ssistant Professor Hardin 
' PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY 
s Psychology; Weber's His . 
elective. Three ho tory of Philosophy. 
urs per week. 
BIDLE 
• purpose of this course is to stud . 
it. Hence the Bible will be the ~ t~e Bible rather than 
llrt1lonan.-After a b . f . principal text-book used. 
B"bl rie notice of the h. t 
I e, the Life of Christ will b .1s ory of the 
e Got Our Bible; Stalker's Life ef stud~ed. Smyth's 
One hour per week. ° Christ; The Gos-
So/homore.-The stud f I . 
of the year's work usfn; Stt l~k L1,fe ~f Paul will be the 
die book of Acts ;nd th pa /rs i.fe of Paul along 
e au me Epistles. One hour 
l•nior.-A survey of Old T . 
of Jewish History 0 h estament history. Gigot's 
Stnior.-In the S . . ne our per week. 
f enior year the Bibi "ll b rom the standpoint of J't e wi e carefully 
U English L"t 1 erature. Gardiner's Th 
c.o_, I erature; Moulton's M d e 
.xwor elective Th h 0 ern Reader's 
· ree ours a week. 
Tiie Derree1 and Coarse1 of Stady 
Degree of Bachelor of Arts (A 
upon shldents that complet . h · B.) will be con-
courses of study. e e1t er of the following 
department certificate will be . . 
that complete the course of st d g~ven to irregular stu-
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f of the above fees is payable at the beginning of the 
and the other half February 1st. 
(for each course) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3 oo 
fee.. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 oo 
(without room rent) .. From $9.oo to $13.00 a month 
Room• 
are at present rooms for only ninety students in Col-
lftll~tv., Each room accommodates two students, and is 
with chairs, a table, a washstand, a dresser, and a bed 
clothing or pillows). The students furnish the other 
ts, together with light and fuel. The College pro-
janitor to attend the rooms . 
rooms are engaged by the session (September to 
or February to June) at the rate of $8.oo per stu-
Application blanks may be had on request. To secure 
applicant must deposit $5.00 with the Treasurer of 
by September 15, otherwise his application is void. 
efort is made to have the cottages in which the stu-
• e as home-like as possible. The students are urged 
their several cottages both morally and materially, 
in reputation and appearance the buildings may testify 
pntlemanly character of their inmates. Members of 
pay informal visits to the cottages from time to 
Financial Adminillration 
matriculation fee must be paid in advance, half on the 
day in September and half on the first day of Feb-
Tbis fee is not refunded in any case, and no indul-
pted. 
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The Board of Tru t e have made the following R 
to govern the financial admini tration of the College : 
"Resolved, That the Treasurer shall have entire and 
charge of all matters connected with the finance of 
stitution; shall collect all fees due the College from 
and be re pon ible to the Board of Trustees, through the 
ecutive Committee, for the proper discharge of hi d · 
"Resolved, That all students hereafter be required to 
at the beginning of each es ion, the Contingent Fee, 
entering the clas -room; and the authority to enforce 
quirement i hereby given to the President and Tr 
the College. 
"Resolved, That indulgence as to the payment of 
fees be granted to such applicants as the Pre ident and 
urer deem worthy,-provided, the student and hi 
guardian, make their joint and everal note for the S3IDft 
intere t at 7 per cent. per annum. That this indul 
granted upon the joint application of the parent or 
and the son or ward." 
The authorities beg leave to remind patrons that 
fee must be paid in advance-half on the opening 
ptember and half in February, and are not ref 
whole or in part except in ca e of protracted ickne . 
If, for any reason, indulgence is de ired, pecial 
ments must be made with the Treasurer of the College. 
Prioiltgtd Stadents 
The son of minister of all denominations are 
from payment of tuition, but are required to pay the 
lation fee. 
Scholarship1 
The Orangeburg lumni sociation 
lished by the local alumni of Orangeburg, 
The Welling cholarship, established in 
win Welling, of Charle ton, . C. 
The Edwin William toke cholar hip. 
The yield from each of these scholar hips gives free 




following fund are in ti 1 
for the purpo e of a ~ef iand£ of a committee of the 
Loa F J mg worthy tudent . 
n ttnd, given by Dr. J. 0. Will on . 
Loan Fund, given by Jame T p .. 
· rmce, Atlanta, 
m
.LthoaLn Fund, given by William Coleman Esq 
1 oan Fund ' · 
E. Luca Loan Fun.d. 
William Loan Fund 
C. Bethea Loan Fund. · 
and Mr . T. ]. Jordan Loan Fund 
T. Hammond Loan Fund. . 
Watt Loan Fund. 
fund are loaned at a low rate . . 
to the principal when the t of !ntere t, which is this no es are paid 
money i loaned and not . . 
from year to ;ear by the ~~~~d ~nd as each fund 
can be sugge ted of he! . mterest, no better 
pmg worthy young men. 
Organization of Cla1Sea 
ts for admi ion will be . 
lty hall afte . . . a igned to such clas es as 
• , r exammat1on, determine 
. g that irregular courses of tud . . . 
mind the Facult y are demoralizing 
the regular Bachelor o/ ~ge~ ~II ;)atriculates to take 
offer . Recognizing h . . courses that the 
ba owever the fact ti t f ve neither the time nor th: . ia a ew ap-
the Faculty i willin t pre~aratton for a regu-
of electing a part~! o grant m. e~ceptional ca es 
1... 'tself course w1thm lim 't d t 
"'I ' and always with the d ' . t s e er-
ts be f II . con itton that the time of 
u Y occupied. 
Timt of Entranct 
ii ini'ited to this paragrap!i: 
of the College are earne ti 
ent hall be , y reque ted to take care 
when th pre ent o~ the twenty-fir t day of Se -
e entrance examinations are held th l p 
, e c asses 
• 
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organized, and the recitations begun. Those who enter 
that time necessarily lose some part of the instruction, anl 
thus at a disadvantage in comparison with their more 
tual classmates. Students that delay their coming for I 
weeks sometimes find themselves hopelessly behind, an4 
thus forced to drop into lower classes. Let it be 
noted that the middle of the term is not the best time far 
trance, for, as the classes are then half advanced, it IS 
impossible to classify those who at that time apply for 
sion. So far from gaining time, the whole year is ofts 
in this way. The Faculty begs that parents, guardians, 
students give serious attention to this matter. 
Students who do not bring satisfactory certificates 
approved schools will be required to stand entrance 
tions. Pupils from our Fitting Schools at Spartanbuq 
Bamberg will be admitted to the Freshman Class wi 
amination upon the certificate of the Head Master. 
A student failing to pass in his college work will be 
ed either to take the same class another year or to do 
extra work as the professor may deem necessary. 
Rules Gootrning Examinations, Back Work, Dtftmi 
Examinations, Etc. 
I. The standard of scholarship for passing in a 
70, except in the Freshman Class, in which the standard 
II. The College has the following periods for 
tions: 
r. Regular Examinations.-Immediately preceding 
mas holidays; a period in March; immediately precedinc 
men cement. 
2. Special and Deferred Examinations.-The two fint 
of the fall session; the first two Mondays after tbe 
mas holidays; the second and third Mondays after tbe 
period. 
A student may stand a deferred examination at the 
regular examination on the same portion of the same 
the same subject, if the professor sees fit. 
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Oassification of New Students.-The first two days of 
fall sc sion. 
o ex~mination shall be held at any other time than 
e spe~1fied, unle.ss the students presents a physician's 
te ~f illness dunng the examination period. 
· In lieu of. re-examining a student the professor may re-
'? extra h1g~1 grade on daily work or on examination of 
eDtire succeedmg term. 
~very student, regular and irregular, is required to pre-
himself at each examination of his class, or, if absent, to 
to th~ profe or a written excuse, which the professor 
submit to the Faculty. 
When a student falls back a class he must stand the 
examin~tio~s with that class, although he may have 
the exammahons before going back. 
A student absent as many as twelve times during the 
from any department is required to do a certain amount 
llmUner work as igned by the professor. 
• Absences from class work are counted from the first 
of the ession. Students entering late are subject to this 
.o student who has been absent eight times from the 
u~ may a~pear in any *public function, collegiate or 
l~ate, until his absence be made up. Opportunity 
lie pven to make up absences on Mondays at such hours 
mstructor may appoint. 
o stucle.nt ma~ repre ent the College in any *public 
: collegiate or mtercollegiate, unless he is in full stand-
his work. 
• o stu?ent who carries back work after the March ex-
pcriod may take part in any *public function of the 
• o stu~ent ma~ represent the College in any *public 
collegiate or mtercollegiatc, within the examination 
ii which he has dropped a study. 
... ''pabllr function" docs not apply to presJdJn officer lee t t":_ ll_ IPPl.r to any form of athletics subject to the nI1es ;;di~= 
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XIII. T0 student may be enrolled or examined d 
enior year for course in regular and back work 
exceeding 22 hour of work. 
Reports 
During the e ion three reports of the work of m 
the ophomore, Junior, and enior Classes are sent to 
or guardian. Concerning the work of the Fre. hman 
more frequent reports are ent. When '.t i thought n 
a pecial letter is written by the Pre 1dent to the 
guardian. 
The Faculty begs parents to note carefully ~ny fa 
falling off in their sons work, and appeal to him at 
Literary Societies 
The Calhoun, Preston, and Carli le Literary oci~ 
every aturday night in their well furni hed hall for. 
ment in declamation, composition, and debate. Their 
management and generous emulation make them a help 
ment in collegiate training, and they are regarded by 
dent and Faculty as an indi pensable part of the 
of instruction. 
The beneficial influence of these societies confirms 
thoritie in enforcing the rule that every student on 
College shall connect himself with one of them. 
Wofford College Journal 
The Wofford College Journal was establi hed by t111 
dent of the College in 1889, and i conducted entirely hr 
It i an important element in the college life. ~he 
The Journal are open to every student from emor to 
man, and the younger men are especially urged to c 
The Wilbur E. Barnd t Gymnasium 
Students come to College between the age of · 
twenty-a time when active, growing bodie hould 
orou , y tematic exercise. This exerci e i all the 
portant from the fact that mo t of our tudent are 
some form of active work before they come to college, 
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llpon the sedentary, inactive life of a student makes 
"cularly liable to certain form of di ease and retard 
expan ion of their growing bodies. The Gymnas-
complete in all it appointment , having the latest im-
apparatu for the healthful development of the va-
s of the body. It i under the direction of a trained 
, who e duty is to give each student just that kind 
• he mo t needs. o highly do the authoritie of 
value the in truction in the Gymna ium that every 
• required to take a regular cour e in it, just as he is 
to take other cour cs in the College. 
1L Jolt11 B. Cleoeland Science Hall 
new Science Hall, the generou gift of 1r. John B. 
, of the cla of 1869, wa erected in 1904, and for-
epened for work at the Commencement iQ June of that 
'dent Ira Rem en, of Johns Hopkins University, 
the addre s. 
llailding ha , be ide a large 1u eum, two large lecture 
Geological and 1ineralogical laboratory, Phy ical lab-
and fou r . mall rooms for apparatus, Biological labora-
well fumi heel Chemical laboratorie and storage 
Tbe building i equipped throughout with ga , electric 
power, water piping and plumbing, and other neces-
for laboratory purpo es. 
"cal Laboratory i situated in the basement. The 
is a follow : One 7.5 K. W. We tinghouse Rotary 
which can be operated either a a double current 
belt connected to a three pha e Induction Motor, 
,nchronou Converter, electrically connected to a 
, six pha:c tran former excited by the 2,300 volt 
the Spartanburg Railway, Ga and Electric Company; 
. Compound Direct Current Generator which can be 
ed to either the above mentioned Induction Motor 
Converter ; several small generator and motors for 
demon tration in addition to numerous meter for 
llld pre ure measurement. 
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Readiag RH• 
The College maintains an excellent Reading Room, 
provided with a representative assortment of about fifty 
zines and newspapers. 
To the privileges of this room all students arc 
Thi has become one of the most popular and helpful 
tional influences of the College. Its effect is marked in 
couragement of a thoughtful inquiry into current 
and it has conduced in no small degree to the growth 
reading habits among the students. The pleasure 
vice derived from this feature of the College life have 
been much increased by the improved facilities s 
the new Whitefoord Smith Library building, the 
tion of which is devoted to the Reading Room. 
Tlee Library 
Several departments have at times maintained 
ial libraries, founded and maintained without expense 
College, and this is still practiced by one or two d 
The general tendency, however, has been to throw all 
mental or society libraries upon the campus into one, 
make them easily accessible to the widest possible 
reader . To this end, the libraries of the Calhoun ml 
ton Literary Societies were, about fifteen years ago, 
with the College library. The special collection bcl 
the Y. M. C. A. is also kept in the College Library and 
istered under its regulations. The Library has bcca 
cipient of a number of very valuable collections of 
Notable among these are the David Duncan Oassica1 
of 1,o64 volumes, given by Professor Duncan in I 
J. Thomas Pate Library o'f 858 volumes, left to the 
by Doctor Pate on his death in 1902; the W. W. 
Library of 2,121 volumes, left to the College by B' 
can in 1908; the Jas. H. Carlisle Library of 2,276 
given to the College after the death of Doctor Carlisle 
The total number of volumes now in the Library, DOt 
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quantity of pamphlet material, is over 
is employed, and from her can be obtained all 
tion and assistance, the rules regulating the 
, and the conduct of the Reading Room. 
of a library fee books in general literature and in 
technical subjects will be purchased; and thus the 
be kept fuJ!y abreast with the currents of modern 
research. Any contributions, either of books or 
purchase of books, will be gratefully acknowl-
is being rearranged and recatalogued on the 
System, as adopted by the American Library 
Accompanying this, a card index cabinet has 
hich has greatly increased the serviceableness 
in the CoJ!ege work. 
lnlW .. nt S•itla Library Bai/ding 
donation of Miss Julia V. Smith has made 
commodious memorial library building, which 
of her honored father, who, besides being one 
eb)uent preachers of his day, was for many 
of English in the College. The equipment 
modern library appliances. The large reading 
with chairs and reading tables for about seventy 
provision for newspapers, magazines, and 
The stack rooms now in use are equipped for 
ilDclatic" >n of 35,000 volumes and have space for shelv-
more; other rooms, not now required for stacks, 
for about 17,000 more. The upper stack room 
pressed steel shelving; the lower stack room 
wood shelves. The building is constructed, 
in accord with the plans of an experienced 
with a view to the greatest safety of the 
comfort and convenience of the readers. 
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Donations to the Library 
1909-10. 
Since the publication of the last catalogue, the 
donations have been made to the Library, in the c 
order named : 
1r. Warren DuPre-Jefferson's Work . (20 vols.) 
Mr. B. K. Cooper-3 Pamphlets. (3 vols.) 
Dr. D. D. Wallace-3 Pamphlet . (3 vols.) 
Rev. W. J. Snyder-2 Pamphlets. (2 vols.) 
Bi hop W. W. Duncan-2,121 vols. 
Dr. James H. Carlisle, 2,267 vols. 
Total, 4,416 vols. 
Bishop Duncan'• Libra1y 
The remarkable collection of books a embled during 
lifetime, enriched by wide and di criminating rea · 
the late Bi hop Duncan, were given to the college at 
of hi death in 1S)08; but, due to the fact that the early 
ing into the Whitefoord Smith library building was 
they were not placed in the Library until the present . 
Being the working library of a ~reacher, works . 
rectly upon religion, theology, ph1lo ophy and ethics 
larger part of the collection than. those on an! otbe( 
ject. Besides these, literature, history, and b10 
well and largely repre ented. There are a number 
and valuable works and many presentation copies 
autographs of the authors. New books were ~ons~ 
ed to the end of the Bi hops life. The donation ts 
the largest and most serviceable that has ever been 
the College Library. 
Dr. Carlisle's Library 
No other portion of the Library has the peculiarly 
as ociations as the late t accession, the mute friends ml 
panions of the man who was for o Jong the centra~ 
the life of the College. The family of Doctor Carhsle 
£erred to the College the entire content of the library 
in the Doctor's house. special room in the ' 
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building i devoted to the Carlisle collection. 
, book , picture , table, chair , globe, and curio 
here in a nearly the relative po itions they former-
as po sible. Nothing better indicates the solid 
I nature of the Doctor's mind than these books. 
• , scripture, theology, commentary, select biogra-
essays largely on ethical ubjects, make up the 
Lligiom Opportunities 
ts are required to attend daily prayer in the Col-
' and each student i expected to attend divine ser-
unday in any church he or his parents may prefer. 
Y.M.C.A. 
December 13, 1879, there ha been an active Young 
ian A sociation at ·wofford. For many year the 
had no room of it own equipped and set apart 
for it work. Rev. S. A. Nettles saw the need of 
tion for such a room, how without it its work 
ys be hampered, how with it its work would be 
facilitated. Through his generou gift a comfortable 
been fitted up for the ociation. 
unday afternoon a meeting is held for the students. 
day evening a religious ervice is held conducted by 
dent or a peaker from the city. Once a month this 
devoted to ome a pect o{ modern mi sionary en-
Several cour es are offered in both the Bible and 
These cla ses are small group cla se , are Jed by 
themselve , and their study is primarily devo-
practical. The e cla es have nothina to do with 
College curriculum. They are held once a week at 
bich doe not interfere with the regular College du-
year the s ociation issues a printed hand-book, 
much valuable information about the College and 
· n-just those points the new student most needs 
• It makes a neat, erviceable memorandum book. A 
ted to each student at the opening of the session 
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All the new students are met at the train and cor ' 
corned by a reception committee of Association men, 
pleasure it is to be of all possi~le ser~rice to the new 
in finding his boarding house, m getting baggage ~ 
any other ways that the student may need any ass 
Wofl'ord College Lyceam 
During the twelve years of its existence this ly 
brought to Spartanburg Hamilton W. Mahi~, Robt. J. 
Geo. R. Wendling, Lyman Abbott, E. BenJ. Andrews, 
A. Wyckoff, Woodrow Wilson, Edwin A. Alderman, 
Thompson-Seton, C. T. Winchester, Henry van Dyke, 
Jennings Bryan, Lorado Taft, Leland Powers, 
Griggs, Angelo Heilprin, Geo. E. Vincent, John S~ 
Iiams, and a number of other men of national reputatioll. 
This organization has become a permanent part of 
cational system of the city of Spartanburg, and 
the citizens and students are brought together 
weeks to enjoy the best lectures and musical nwn 
lyceum speaker never fails to draw a fu.ll house. One 
most interesting features of the lyceum 1s the atten 
great crowd of young people and they are among 
enthusiastic supporters of the lecture cour e. As the 
are transferable, the lyceum contributes to the edu 
least one thousand persons each year. 
Cearse for 1909-1910 
I. The College Singing Girls and Walter Eccles. 
II. The Hinshaw Grand Opera Party. 
III. Henry Lawrence Soiitliwick-
1. The Rivals, Sheridan. 
2. Lecture. Subject: The Splendid Rebel ; or 
Times of Patrick Henry. 
IV. H 011. Champ Clark-
Subject: Picturesque Public Men. 
V. Eniest Gamble Concert Party. 
VI. James H. Kirkland, LL. D. 
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Cross and Crescent, or 
Compatiy. 
: Percy Mackaye's "Jeanne D'Arc." 
Co-ac:e111at Program, 1909 
ium Exhibition, Friday, June 4, 8 :30 p. m. 
Debate, Saturday, June 5, 8 :30 p. m. The query 
•Ruolved, That the Present Tariff System Should be 
Reduced to a Revenue Basis in the Next Ten 
debaters on the affirmative were: B. M. DuBose, Lee 
; 0. N. Bowman, Orangeburg County; and W. G. 
Spartanburg. On the negative the speakers were: E. 
d, Spartanburg; J. K. Davis, Spartanburg; C. B. 
, Horry County. The comimttee of judges unanimous-
that the negative had won. 
. ]. McGarity, the presiding officer, made a farewell 
after which the diplomas were awarded the Seniors. 
' in the halls of the Literary Societies. 
SU DAY, JUNE 6TH. 
cement Sermon, II a. m.-Rev. Gross Alexander, 
ashville, Tenn. Music by the Wofford College Glee 
•wn~·te Address, 8 :30 p. m.-Presidcnt H. N. Snyder. 
MONDAY, JUNE 7. 
•lellC:ement Day. IO a. m., address before the Literary 
-Dr. ]. M. Buckley, New York. Subject: Every 
-Made. 
SENIOR SPEAKERS. 
C Curry, Laurens County.-A Dreamer; Let Him Pass. 
D. DuPre, Spartanburg County.-Four Years. 
Folger, Pickens County.-Sober America. 
Hardin, York County.-The Denominational College. 
Hicks, Spartanburg County.-Tariff by Commission. 
Huff, Greenville County.-Shall the South Remain 
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CA OIDATE FOR TUE DEGREE OF A. D. 
E. D. ndrews, F. E. Bearden, L. l . Breeden, J. C. 
den, T . L. Coleman, H. M. Cox, H. L. Creech, F. M. 
W. C. Cur ry, R. M. Cudd, M. Dargan, J r ., R.H. 
T. B. DuBose, W. D. DuPre, C. . Ea terl ing, L. C. 
F . W. Felkel, R. C. Folger, B. H . France, J. H. Glenn, 
Hardin, C. V. Hay , 0. L. Herring, R. B. Hicks, T. F: 
F. C. Huff, J . C. Huffman, D. Huggin, R. C. Huggins, 
Latham, J. B. Latimer, J . B. Mahaffey, R. S. Iajor, 
McCain, T. C. Montgomery, B. R. Mullins, B. .fu 
furph, W. G. Nichols, G. F. Patton, V. D. R 
Richard on, . L. Rogers, W. E . Rogers, J . C. Ru 
W. cott, J. F . immons, E . P. Stabler, R. B. S 
J. 1. teadman, E . P. tephenson, W . S. Whitaker, 
Woodley. 
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF A. M. 
H . Bouchier, G. S. Coffin. 
nnual Report . Degrees Conferred. Doxology. 
diction. 
lumni ddre , 8 :30 p. m.-Dr. J. Porter Hollis, 
lumni Banquet, IO p. m. 
Stadenll Making Distinctioa in Two or Mert Sfllill 
SE IOR CLASS 
Bearden, F. E., Mathematics, Chemistry, F rench. 
reeden, L. l ., Hi tory IV and III, Latin 
Coleman, T. L., Chemistry, Latin 
ur ry, W. C., Mathematic , Philo ophy, Engli h, F 
Cudd, R. 1., Philo ophy, Chemistry 
Dargan, 1., Jr., Greek, Philo ophy, English, Hi tory 
III 
DuBose, T. B., History IV, Biology 
Ea terling, C. A., Hi tory IV and III 
Glenn, J. H ., Greek Engli h, Biology, Latin, History 
Hill, T. F., Mathematic , Engli h, Biology 
Huggin, D., Gr ek, History III, Latin 
Huggin , R. C., Biology, Chemistry 
Latimer, J. B., Biology, Chemistry 
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G F TG C., Biolog!, Greek, English, Hi tory III 
. ., ree~, English, H istory IV and III 
' .!\!., Philosophy, History IV and III E . 
A. L., Hi tory IV and III , conom1cs 
' E. P., Philo ophy, English, Lat in 
se, R. B., History I V and III 
]. f., Mathematics English L t' H ' 
' , a m, 1story III 
J UNIOR CLASS 
D. L., Chemistry, Greek E n lish ff 
G. K., Engli h, Latin ' g ' 1 tory II, Economics 
F. W., Chemistry, Hi tory II 
~ .l\f., Hi to:y II, Economics, Geology 
· C., Engh h, Geology 
]. D., Hi tory II, Geology Ph . II 
W. G., Economics, Latin , ys1cs 
G . .l\f., Chemistry E 1· h L · 
R. L . ' ng is , atm, Geology p h 
., Jr., Chemistry G k M . , renc 
ch , ree , athemahcs, English, 
'TH.BC Ch~:i t:y, Greek, Ma~hematic , Economics. 
R. E 'c' ~m1 try, Economics, Geology 
·• hemi try, Mathematics 
er, ]. E., Chemi try, Greek, Latin 
OPUOl\fORE CLA 
' H. B., Greek, fathematics 
C. H., Engli h, Mathematic 
, French ' German, Latin, Geol-
H., German, Latin 
' • · L., Mathematic , Latin 
• H., Chemi try E 1 · h M II ' ng 1 • athematics, Latin, Phys-
D. T., Engli. h, I'hy ics I 
C. W., Greek, English Phy ics I M th 
, Latin ' • a ematics, 
ernon, Greek, Engli h, Latin 
er, D. P., Mathematic , Latin 
FRE HM CL SS 
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' hn, nglt h, Phy ic I 
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Davis H. G., Mathematics, Latin 
Glenn: J. L., Greek, Mathematics, English, Latin, . 
Hamer, P. M., Mathematics, English, Physics I, Latin 
Jones, P. P., Mathematics, Physics I 
Kay, J. B., Mathematics, Latin 
Lawson, R. M., Latin, English 
Meriweather, R. L., Greek, Mathematics, Latin, Engli& 
Witt, C. H., Latin, Mathematics, English 
Wilson, R. T., Latin, Mathematics 
Mtdals a11d Prizu 
MEDALS 
J. W. Scott, Jr.-Calhoun Society Essay Medal. 
R. S. Major-Preston Society Essay Medal. 
W. S. Lively-Carlisle Society Essay Medal. 
R. Shores-Freshman and Sophomore Story Medal 
D. L. Betts-Poem Medal. 
T. C. Montgomery-Senior and Junior Story M 
PRIZES 
Marion Dargan, Jr.-Hart Moss History Prize. 
F. M. Crum-Science Prize. 
Geo. A. Beach-Marshall Moore Tennis Cup. 
Junior Class-Baseball Cup. 
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. . . . . . . . . . Barnwell, S. C. 
• B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marion, S. C. 
G. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . York, S. C. 
. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mansfield, La. 
C. V. . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
0. N. . . . . . . . . . . . . Orangeburg, S. C. 
Z. F. . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
L. . . . . . . . . . . . ....... Anderson, S. C. 
. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Berkeley, S. C. 
G. K. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . An on, N. C. 
, B. F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Saluda, S. C. 
. K. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sparanburg, S. C. 
W. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Laurens, S. C. 
C. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Horry, S. C. 
F. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orangeburg, S. C. 
B. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lee, S. C . 
. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Laurens, S. C. 
C. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hampton, S. C. 
]. G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
, R. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bamberg, S. C. 
]. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Saluda, S. C. 
, E. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
L. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
G. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
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coum, 
Hazel, W. G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg. 
Heinitsh, G. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg. 
Horger, E. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orangeburg. 
Ingram, G. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg. 
Jones, J. S. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . Saluda, 
Keaton, E. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Andersoa, 
Keaton, R. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bbeville, 
Klugh, W. F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenwood, 
1unnerlyn, J. F . ... . ........ . ... Georgetown, 
Murata, F ........................... .. 
Murray, L. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Berkeley, 
McCall, J . L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . farlboro, 
Tewton, R. L., Jr ... . ...... ... .. .. Marlboro, 
Penney, T. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abbeville, 
Plyler, S. H., Jr ................... Lancaster: 
Robert , E. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marion, 
hockley, C. W . . . . . . ....... Spartanb 
Smith, R. E., Jr ................... Clarendol, 
Thornton, J. G ............. . .. ... Ande 
Turner, 0 . C.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanb1111 
W annamaker, J.E., Jr .......... ....... Calh 
Wilkes, M. M.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnwell. 
Zemp, M. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kershaw 
Janior Cla1S 
Alexander, B. D.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartan 
Anderson, H. B... . . ...... .... Spartanb 
Anderson L. P.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Barr, J. 1... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lexi 
Bennett, 0. C.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Green 
Black, S. 0.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartan 
Braddy, L. C., Jr .. ................. M 
Brooks, M. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . And 
Campbell, T . H.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M 
Carli le, C. H. . . . . 
Carter, T. J ...... . 
Cornish, G. R. F..... . . . . . . . . Spartan 
Cudd, J. E.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartan 
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T. E.. . . . . . . . COUNTY. 
ham ·· ·· .. ·· ·· u · 
, J. w. . . . . . . .. · · n1on, N . c. 
R. F... . . . . . . · · Union, S. C. 
Wm.. . . . . . . .' .' · · · · · · · · · · Cherokee, . c. 
W. Y., Jr. . . . . . . · · · · · · · ·Orangeburg, s. C. 
Chas. E. . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
E. K... . . · · · · · · · · · · Spartanburg, s. C. 
L G ...... '. · · · · · · · · · · · · · WilJiam burg, . C 
W. M · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Chester . c 
H. G ..... : . " .. · · · · · · · · · · · ·Abbeville: . c: 
]. T ·· · · .. ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· .. York c 
R."i.,'jr.:: · · · · · · · · · · · · farion
1 s: c: 
Herbert.. . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Greenville, S. C. 
G F .. . .. . . . · · · · · · ·.Horry c 
' . .. . . . ' . . 
· , A. L.. . . . · · · · · · · · · · partanburg, s. C. 
E. A · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.}er h 
... .. .. aw, . c. 
. D., Jr ... .. ·:. · · · · · · · · · · partanburg, . c. 
H. . . . . · · · · · · · · · · partanburg, s. C. 
· · · · · · · · · · · · . · Newb rry SC 
. . . . . . . . . . , .. 
W. P., Jr. . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · . • Burke, Ga. 
J. M. . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · Marl ro, . C. 
fyn, H. ]. . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · Lanca. ter, . C. 
D. T. . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · ·Marlboro, . C. 
J. C. . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · E dgefield, . C. 
J.M ........ .' .... · · · · · · · · .. York, . c. 
. . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · Berkeley, . C. 
. R. . . . . . . . ·. · · · · · · · · · · · Spartanburg, . C. 
H. M. . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · Colleton, S. C. 
. 0., Jr. .. . . " · · · · · · .. Spartanburg, . C. 
P. H. . . . . . : · · · · · · · · · · · Orangeburg, . C. 
D. M. . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · Spartanburg, . C. 
. A. . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · Clarendon, . c. 
, D. P. . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · Cherokee, . C. 
R. H. . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · Calhoun, S. c. 
, J. C. . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · Greenwood, . C. 
W. R. . . . . · · · · · · · · · · Spartanburg, S. C. 
P. B. . . . . . . . . . . · · Saluda, S. c. 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · Saluda S c 




All, W. L. . . . ............ ....... Barnwell, 
Ayers, . W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orangeburg, 
Badger, B. M., Jr ..... . ..... .... .... Marion, 
Bledsoe, J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Saluda, 
Brown, H. II. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Brown, J. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William burg, 
Burdette, H. S. . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . Laurens, 
Carter, L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yort, 
Cox, R. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Columbus, 
Crum, G. 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orangeburg, 
Davis, H. G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iarion, 
Easterling, C. T. Jr .. .... . . ........ . Marlboro, 
Edens, L. T .. . .................. Robeson, 
Edens, N. W. . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . Iarlboro, 
Ellerbe, II. I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marlboro, 
Felder, . L., J r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oranaeburg, 
Folk, H. . .. , ... .... .. ........ Bamberg, 
Gallo1 , y, D. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Darlington, 
Gault, II. F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SpartanbllTf, 
Glenn, J. L., J r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Che ter: 
Grant, D. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Saluda, 
Gray, R. A .. ...... . .............. Laurens, 
Griffin, R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Anderson, 
Guilds, R. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Berkeler, 
Hall, C. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Anderson, 
Hamer, P. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marion, 
Harri , W. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pickens, 
Haynes, B. S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanbmf,. 
Hazel, J. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanblll'(, 
High, H. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartan 
Hill, R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Andersot, 
Jones, P. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartan 
Kay, J.B ................. . ..... Ab 
Law on, R. M . .. ... ... ..... . .... Spartanb 
Mabry, R. N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartan 
Madden, Z. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lau 
CATALOGUE 
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ther, R. L. · · · · · · · · · · · · Spartanburg, . c. 
J .ma · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Barnwell c '. .... .. .. , . . 
, R. E. . . . . . . : : · · · · · · · · · · · · Marion, S. C. 
W M · · · · · · · · · · · · Marion S C 
C. R. . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · Spartanburg' ·. c· ' . . . . ' . . 
R B · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Lauren C 
' . . . . . . . . . . 
'e ] E · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Colquitt Ga ] 'o . J; .. ........ · · · · · · · · Marion S c· 
R R. . : ". ". '. '. '. '. · · · · · · · · · · Spartanbf1rg: : c.· 
W. L. . . . · · · · · · · · · · Greenwood, . c. 
E. H · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Edgefield c 
L B. . .' .' .' .' · · · · · · " " · · · · .. Edgefield: : c: 
, D. D. . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Spartanburg . C. 
, ]. R. ... : · · · · · · · · · · · · · Spartanburg, S. C. 
er, L. c · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Henry, Va. 
. G. . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Chesterfield, . . 
, G. w.·: ... ·. '.'. '. '. . · · · · · · · Spartanburo- . c. 
]. L. . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · Newberry, S. c. 
R. T · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Marion C 
C. H .. . .. . . .. .. · · · · · · · · · . Laurens' . c· 
. c' . E. • • • • • • . · • · • • • · • Orangeburg' . c' 
' . . ' . . ·~ · ~-· · · · · · · · Spartanburg c 
rru-an Cla11 ' · · 
.. .. .. partanburg, . C. 
partanburg, S. c. 
partanburg, . C. 
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Patterson, V. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Sanders, D. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. 
Simms, H. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orangeburg, 
Simms, H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orangeburg, 
Spigner, E. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Union, 
Stillwell, L. J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abbeville, 
Tiller, W. H ...................... farion, 
WITH CONDITIONS 
Asbill, B. M. Jr ....... . ............ . Salucla, 
Anderson, W. V. . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenwood, 
Blair, F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fairfield, 
Brincefield, T. N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rowan, 
Buice, W. S ....................... York, 
Cope, G. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Genes, S. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marlboro, 
Gibson, H. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marlboro, 
Glover, W. C., Jr ................... Colleton, 
Googe, . L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnwell, 
Hall, Dan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fairfield, 
Green, J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William burg, 
Herlong, W. F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edgefield, 
Hodges, G. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orangeburg, 
Howell, C. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orangeburg, 
Humphries, T. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kershaw, 
Hydrick, Dan .............. .... Spartanburg, 
Heyer, J. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aiken, 
Jenkins, W. W., Jr .... ...... ....... .. York, 
Keller, B. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Calhoun, 
Merchant, S. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Moore, LeRoy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Moss, W. J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orangeburg, 
Rhoad, C. S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bamberg, 
Scott, D. C., Jr ................. Williamsburg, 
Spann, A. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bamberg, 
Spann, Joe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bamberg, 
Steele, C. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orangeburg, 
Steinbach, E. 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
CATALOGUE SS 
rth E COUNTY. 
• · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
• L. N. · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . Saluda S C 
ff, P. E. · . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg: s: c: 
tlfe. J. C. · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . Orangeburg, S. C. 
...... .. 6 
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Abbeville · · 








Cherokee · · · · 
Chester · · · · 
Chesterfield · · 
Clarendon · · · · · · · · 
Colleton . · · · · · · · 
Darlington · · · · · · 
Edgefield · · 
Fairfield · · · · · · 
Georgetown · · · · 
Greenville . · · · · · 
Greenwood · · · · · · 
Hampton 
Horry . · 
:E ershaw 
Lancaster · · · · 
Laurens . · · · · · 
Lee .. · · 
Lexington . · · · 
























Tewberry · · · · .. • 
Orangeburg · · · · • 
Pickens . · · · · · ··' 
Saluda · · · · · · ·· ' 
Spartanburg· · · · · · • 
Union ........ • 
Williamsburg · · · · • 
York .. ·· ·· ··' 
N. C .....• 
--Pa ... · ··· 
Anson, N. C. .... 
Columbus, N · C. · · 
Robeson, · C. · · ' 
Rowan, N. C. ·· .. 
Scotland, · C. · · • 
Union, N. C. ·· ··' 
Burke, Ga. · · ·· ·· 
Colquitt, Ga. · · .. 
Mansfield, La. · · 
Henry, Va. · · ·· • 
Japan .. · · · · ·• 














T. B. Anderson 
T. L. Capers• 
E.W. Davis• 
T. E. Dawkins• 
H. C. Dickson 
T. C. Duncan• 
C. J . Dunlap 
J. J. Durant 
A. A. McP. Hamby• 
J. B. Humbert 
F. N. Littlejohn 
T. S. Moorman• 
J . J . Palmer• 
E. V. Steadman 
J. H. Sturtevant• 
1861 
W. H. Brazier 
A. A. Connor 
J. Hamilton 
W. T. Ha rdy• 
P. C. Johnson 
T . A. Lindsey• 
J. P. Lockwood• 
Rev. C. McCartha 
Rev. G. F. Round 
T. N. Simpson• 
R. W. Simpson 
A. S. Summers• 
Rev. J. E. Watson 
J . E. Williams• 
G. f. Yancey 
1864 -
Rev. E. G. Gage• 
Rev. C. Thompson• 
1867 
J. A. Fo tcr• 
J. W. Shipp• 
r868 
E. B. Cannon• 
B. W. Foster 
W. C. Kirkland* 
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Rev. R. D. Smart 
1869 
Rev. P. C. Bryce 
E. P. Chambers• 
B. E. Chreitzberg* 
J . B. Cleveland 
P. A. Cummings 
D. A. DuPre 
J . A. Eidson 
L P. Jones• 
R. C. Nettles 
H. H . Newton 
Rev. E. W. Peeples 
Rev. P. D. Trapier• 
C. S. Walker 
Rev. G. W . Walker 
1870 
J. R. Abney 
J. W. Gray 
L. D. Hamer• 
S. N. Holland 
Rev. W. D. Kirkland• 
G. W . Sullivan, Jr. 
1871 
Rev. E. L. Archer 
Rev. R. W. Barber 
J. W. Boyd 
J . H . Bryce 
L. C. Cannon• 
R. T. Caston 
J . A. Gamewell 
E. P. Hill• 
Rev. H . E. Partridge 
S. G. Sanders• 
Rev. T. W. Smith 
farcus Stackhouse 
Rev. W . L. Wait 
J . C. Wallace 
W. H . Wallace 
1872 
L. K. Clyde 
C. A. David 
*Deceased 
Rev. J . W. Dickson• 
W. H. Folk• 
J.M. Gee 
F. A. Gilbert* 
L. R. Hamer 
L. B. Haynes 
D. G. Humbert• 
W. P. Irwin 
W.W. Pegues 
Rev. W. A. Rogers• 
Rev. A. Coke Smith* 
Chas. F. Smith 
B. R. Turnipseed• 
J . E. Wannamaker 
C. A. Woods 
1873 
W. E. Barr 
Rev. J. E. Carlisle 
Rev. H. F. Chreitzberg 
E. K. Hardin• 
J. K. Jennings• 
G. E. Keitt• 
H. J. Kinard 
Rev. W. S. Rone 
Rev. J. W. Roseboroa6 
W. C. Wallace 
w. W. Wannamaker 
J. E. Webster 
C. P. Wofford• 
Rev. J . W. Welling 
C. W. Zimmerman 
1874 
J. T. Brown 
W . A. Brown 
R. K. Carson 
S. C. Doar 
J . H. Forney 
W. C. Gilliam• 
G. C. Hodges 
J . B. Jones 
E. H. Oliver• 
W. F. Smith 
Rev. J. B. Pritchard• 
C. B. Sessions 
1875 
0. Buzhardt 
C. G. Dantzler 
B. Ezell 
ll Fuller 




, W. S. Martin 
• ]. Montgomery 
A. ood 




























I. C. Wallace 
CATALOGUE 
1877 
T. A. Graham 
J. H. Kirkland 
J. C. Klugh 
]. C. Lanham 
Rev. W. R. Richardson 
Rev. J. E. Rushton 
J. R. Sessions 
E. B. Smith 
A. B. Stucky 
Rev. T. W. Tarboux 
A. S. Whiteside 
Rev. Z. T. Whiteside 
1878 
L. J . Breeden 
]. F. Browning• 
W. C. Browning* 
L. E. Caston• 
L. G. Corbett 
W. DuPre 
D. 0. Herbert 
W. M. Jones 
Rev. J . W. Koger* 
W.W. Lee 
P. D. Mood* 
T. M. Raysor 
R. D. Smith 
H. A. Varn 
1879 
W. R. Bearden 
Rev. E. E . Bomar 
I. W. Bowman 
D. C. DuPre 
Rev. ]. M. Friday 
J. L. Glenn 
Rev. J. R. King 
Rev. J. M'P. Lander 
A. G. Means, Jr. 
B. G. Rawls• 
J. G. Rice 
A. C. Wightman• 
188o 
A. B. Calvert 
Rev. J . C. Chandler 
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H. C. Folk 
W. T. Hutto 
W. T. Lauder 
H. W. Pemberton• 
T. I. Rogers 
T. B. Stackhouse 
T. B. Thackston 
H. M. Wilcox 
l88I 
T. C. Duncan 
Rev, ]. W. Kilgo 
1882 
Rev. P. V. Bomar 
Jas. Cofield 
T. M. Dickey• 
B. B. Gramling* 
J. T. Green 
P. B. Hamer 
W. H. Lawton 
Rev. S. A. ettles 
Rev. R. Riddick 
P. B. Sellers 
Rev. J . L. Weber 
1883 
W. G. Blake 
Rev. M. L. Carlisle 
J. A. Chapman 
W. A. Law 
W. A. Parrott 
S. f. Rice, Jr. 
E. 0. Woods 
1884 
L. J . Blake 
J. J. Burnett 
S. B. Craton 
W. M. Lester 
Rev. R. E. food 
A. E. foore 
M. H. Moore• 
M. Pegues 
A. G. Rembert 
]. P. Smith 
*Decca ed 
Rev. H. S. Wanna 
1885 
Rev. A. W. Attaway 
H. B. Carlisle 
J. H. Carlisle, Jr. 
Rev. W. I. Herbert 
P. Petty 
1886 
Rev. ]. A. Campbell 
W. H. Harden, Jr. 
C. A. Jeffries 
James O'Hear 
W. L. Weber 
1887 
M. H. Daniel 
J . E. Ellerbe 
Rev. A. B. Earle• 
J. L. Jeffries 
S. B. Jones, Jr. 
J. A. Law 
Rev. J. i. Rogcn 
1888 
J . Le G. Easterlin .. 
J. C. Evins 
J. J. Gentry 
Rev. P. F. Kilgo 
Rev. E. P. Taylor 
G. L. Wilson 
1889 
Rev. R. A. Few* 
W. P. Few 
C. M. Freeman 
Rev. J. Ruh G 
Rev. G. G. Harley 
Rev. W. H. Hodgs 
B. F. Keller 
Rev. W. A. Ma 
Rev. E. D. fouzoa 
A. M. Muckenfms 
B. E. Pegues 
M. W. Peurifoy 
R. L. Rogers 
E. D. Smith 
J. M. Workman 
CATALOGUE 
D. W. Daniel 
I. W. Daniel 
W. D. Dent 
R. M. DuBose 
H. W. Fair 
]. F. Fooshe 
J. C. Harper 
Rev. C. C. Herbert 
Rev. ]. B. Holly 
T. H. Law J • , r. 
· D. Lesene 
Rev. T. G. McLeod 
Rev. R. C MR 
· c oy 
A. H. Moss 
]. M. foss 
A. S. Pegues 
Rev. J. J. Riley• 
C. B. Waller 
W. B. Wharton 
W. E. Willis 
T. F. Wright 
H 18g3 
· W. Ackermann 
R. W. Allen 
C. R. Calhoun 
J . D. Craighead 
Thornwell HaYnes 
~ev. W. C. Kirkland 
· M. Lanham 
H. Z. abers 
W. A. Pitt 
T. S. Shuler 
Rev. Henry Stokes 
18g4 
0. M. Abney 
Rev. M. L. Banks I W p B ,__, , r. 
.. a"'" 
H. L. Bomar 
R. L. Daniel 
Rev.WT D 
· · uncan 
P. H. Edwards 
W. f. Ellerbe 
A. V. Harbin 
Rev. E. S. Jones 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 
Rev. Geo. F. Kirby 
F. McP. Lander 
E. M. Lanham 
Rev. W. J. Snyder 
s. Tyalor 
W. L Walker 
D. D. Wallace 
W. Wm. Watson 
P. B. Wells 
1895 
J . J. Cantey 
Gus. M. Chreitzberg 
Wm. Coleman 
T. C. Covington 
w. J. Crosland 
A. H. Dagnall 
J. c. Daniel 
F. E. Dibble 
W. G. Duncan 
A. M. DuPre 
G. w. Fooshe 
w. J. Gaines 
B. H. Henderson 
s. c. Hodges 
J. P. Hollis 
J. B. Hum ert 
G. C. Leonard 
J. F. Lyon 
s. J. McCoy 
S. H. 1cGhee 
H. H. New on, Jr. 
W. w. ickels 
J. o. orton 
J. R. Rog-ers 
B. B. Sellers 
H. J . Shoemaker 
F. H. huler 
R.R. L. mith 
Vv. F. Stackhouse 
B. W. Wait 
W. H . N'annarnaker 
T. E. Warnock J. A. Wiggins 
*Deceased 
M. c. Woods 
1896 
C. H. Barber 
T. C. Blake 
c. E. Boyd 
W. A. Cannon 
E. G. Clinkscales 
F. C. Cummings 
Gist Gee 
J. F. Grant 
Paul Hardin 
A. E. Holler 
A. S. Hydrick, Jr.• 
D. J. Hydrick 
A. M. Law 
c. C. Leitner 
L. P. McGee 
H. c. 1cKelvey 
G. M. Moore 
E. L. Ray 
Rev. J. C. Roper 
w. K. Smith 
farion Tucker 
J. E. Walker 
O. D. Wannamaker 
E. E. William on 
J. J. Wolfe 
1897 
W. M. Connor, Jr. 
E. L. Culler 
T. 0. Epps 
W. Boyd Evans 
W. A. Hudgins 
J. P. Inabinit 
T. L. Manning 
w. A. Medlock 
R. C. Newton 
G. T. Pugh 
T. M. Ray or 
N. M. Salley 
M. L. Smith 
J. C. Smith 
P. H. Stoll 
R. S. Truesdale 






P. C. Garris 
H. Hall 
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E. C. Major 
W. C. Martin 
E. P. Miller 
W. H. Phillips 
C. P. Rogers • 
H. T. Shockley 
L. E. Wiggins 
1901 
M. S. Asbelle 
M. Auld 
G. C. Bates 
V. W. Brabham 
H. M. Brown 
J. B. Crews 
T. H. Daniel 
A. E. Driggers 
H. G. Eidson 
J . S. Fair 
F. W. Fairy 
J. B. Gibson 
D. L. Guy 
R. K. Hayes 
D. D. Jones 
F. K. Lake 
B. B. Lancaster 
Puella 1. Littlejohn 
K. W. Littlejohn 
A. A. Manning 
C. E. Peele 
E . .f. Salley 
D. D. " 'annamaker 
May D. \ annamaker 
C. G. Watson 
J. R. Williams 
V. C. Wilson• 
1902 
T. C. Austin 
B. A. Bennett 
B. H. Brown 
J . S. Calhoun 
H. B. hapman 
W. H. Chapman 
W. Z. Dantzler 
F. S. DuPre 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 
T. C. Easterling 
H. R. Harris 
A. T. Helms 
M. Hoke 
F. H. Hudgens 
S. T. Lanham 
Ione Littlejohn 
Richard I tanning* 
T. Frank Watkins 
E. A. Montgomery 
D.S. Murph 
Carrie A. abors 
Paul H. ash 
Norman L. Prince 
Robt. E. Sharp 
Dave C. Strother 
Carroll H . Varner 
1903 
J. G. Bailie 
W.W. Boyd 
A McK. Brabham 
F. E . Bradham 
D. E. Camak 
L. M. Cantrell 
L. Q. Crum 
S. M. Dawkins 
B. F. Dent 
G. B. Dukes 
J. F. Golightly 
W. K. Greene 
G. W. Grier 
G. C. Hodges, Jr. 
L. T. Leitner 
Mary C. Ligon 
D. H. farchant, Jr. 
T. C. Moss 
\V. C. Owen 
J . C. Redmon 
F. C. Rogers 
M. W. Sloan 
M. B. Stokes 
A E. Taylor 
L. D. Thompson 
*Deceased 
W. P. Way 
E. L. All 
1904 
.A. B. 
W. C. Ariail 
P. W. Bethea 
W. D. Burnett 
L. E. Cannon 
S. F. Cannon 
T. L. Cely 
Miss 0 . L. Chapman 
O. M. Chapman 
N. T. Clark 
I. E. Curry 
A. C. Daniel, Jr. 
W. f. Fair 
C. B. Goodlet 
E. K. Hardin, Jr. 
W. C. Herbert 
J. P. Lane 
T. 0. Lawton 
E. F. McWhirter 
C. L. Smith 
Miss M. V. Tarboux 
A. M. 
J. C. Roper 
J. R. Walker 
Miss Carrie A. abon 
1905 
.A. B. 
D. C. Ander on 
J. M. Ariail 
A D. Betts 
J. W. Boyd , 
M. W. Brabham 
J . B. Cantey 
W. B. Carnes 
V. Cleveland 
M. A. Connolly 
L A. Duncan 
E. C. Dye 
W. L. Glaze 
J. H. Hamel 
Jas. Kilgo 
R. O. Lawton 
L A Manning 
IC. Meadors 
C. Oliver 
C. C. Robbins 
H. W. Robbins 
H. C. Robertson 
1. A. Roland 
, D. Roberts 
• H. Smith 
J. G. Stabler 
1. P. Stockman 
, P. Tatum 
L P. Walker, Jr. 
C P. Wofford 
A. M. 
LO. Crum 
1. E. Edwards 
1906 
A. B. 
J, C. Anderson 
J, W. Cunningham 
1. B. Guess, Jr. 
J. C. Guilds, ] r. 
J. C. Harmon 
J. D. Holler 
J, R. Lyles 
0. . Mitchell 
• A. McLeod 
• B. Moore 




, H. Robertson 
]. Rogers 














S. L. Allen 
C. S. Bethea 
W. Boyd 
0 . G. Calhoun 
W.W. Carson 
C. L. Carver 
W. B. Compton, Jr. 
P. E. Dukes 
T. E. Dukes 
D. M. Ellen 
W. S. Floyd 
M. C. Foster 
E. M. Fripp 
R. E. Holroyd 
] . C. Jordan 
J. B. Koon 
J. M. Latimer 
I. B. Magness 
H. L. Powell 
S. L. Prince 
W. C. Rogers 
C. N. Sapp 
R. N. Spigner 
P. K. Switzer 
S. W. Taylor 
A. R. Walden 
J. C. Watson 
H. C. Woodley 
A. M. 
J. C. Anderson 
J. R. Lyles 
1908 
A. B. 
H. B. Atkins 
C. E. Bethea 
W. C. Doyle 
R. A. Brown 
C. P. Calvert 
R. L. Carter 
C. S. Coffin, Jr. 
A. B. Copeland 
J. W. Crum 
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J. L. Dukes 
W. B. Garrett, Jr. 
E. H. Harley 
J. L. Hydrick 
T. M. Hamer 
M. 0 . Jackson 
L. K Jennings 
C. E. Klugh 
D. E. Knight 
E. R. Mason 
W. A. McKelvey, Jr. 
G. R. McKewn, Jr. 
F. B. Morgan, Jr. 
R. F. Morri 
S. A. ettles 
J. L. Nettles 
M. P. Orr 
B. B. Patterson 
J. H. Ramseur 
H. C. Sheridan 
H. C. Simpson 
C. D. Smith 
Yates Smith 
LeRoy Stanton 
J. T . Taylor 
L. H. Tolleson 
J. J. Welch 
J. A. Willis 
A. M 
P. W. Bethea 
J. B. Koon 
L. A. Manning 
1909 
A. B. 
E. D. And rews 
F. E. Bearden 
L. K Breeden 
J. C. Brogden 
T. L. Coleman 
H. 1. Cox 
H. L. Creech 
F. 1. Crum 
W. C. Curry 
R. 1:. Cudd 
:f. Dargan, Jr. 
R H. Dominick 
T. B. DuBose 
W. D. DuPre 
C. A. Easterling 
L. C. Elrod 
F. W. Felkel 
R. C. Folger 
B. H. France 
J. H. Glenn 
J. C. Hardin 
C. V. Hay 
0. L. Herring 
R. B. Hicks 
T. F. Hill 
F. C. Huff 
J. C. Huffman 
D. Huggin 
R. C. Huggins 
M. G. Latham 
J . B. Latimer 
J. B. fahaffey 
R. S. Major 
D. P. McCain 
D. C. 1cLeod 
T. C. Montgomery 
B. R. Mullins 
B. Muroaka 
P. Murph 
W. G. ichols 
W. J. Parks 
G. F. Patton 
V. D. Ramseur 
M. Richard on 
A. L. Rogers 
W. E. Rogers 
J . C. Ru hton 
J . W. Scott 
J. F. Simmons 
E. P. Stabler 
R. B. Stackhouse 
J. 1'. Steadman 
E. P. Stephenson 
. E. Tinsley 
W. S. Whitaker 
J. F. Woodley 
A. M. 
H. Bouchier. 
\\'OF'FORD COLLEGE FITTING CllOOL-RECIT.\TJON HALL 
• • . . • • • • . • • • • • . • . . • . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • 191 ••. 
Wolford College Fitting School: 
I hereby apply for the admis ion of my son 
as a tudent in Wofford College Fitting School, for the year beginning September, ................... . 
and ending June, ........ .... , 191. . . . He last attended chool at ............. . ...... ..... ... .. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and has been honorably dismissed from that chool. 
In making this application, I promise, for my son, cheerful submission to the regulation of the chool. 
and for my elf, co-operation with the Faculty in the maintenance of good discipline. 
I wi h him prepared for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . College. 
Rep ctfully 
REMARKS 
The purpose of this application is to enable us to know as soon as possible what new student we may 
expect and their preparation, so that we can best arrange them in their rooms and classe . Plea e fill out 
and send to A. M ON DuPRE, Headmaster. 
ST A TE1\IENT OF PREPARATION 
Name of Student .......................... : .... : ............... Age at next birthday ............. . 
Name of Parent or Guardian ................. · ................................................... . 
Address ..................................................................................... . 
State which of the following subjects you have studied and give as correct an idea of your preparation 
in them as possible: 
1\L\TIIEMATICS Algebra: What text-book. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Time given ......... . { 





Ho,v 1nuch other \York?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . .. . ....... . 
{
Grammar: ·what text-book have you completed? .... ............................. . 
Rhetoric: Text-book? ....... . . , ................. . ......•..... . ... . ... . .. . .... 
Other work? ............................................. , ......... ,. ....... . 
{ 
Grammar : Te:ll.1:-book? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . 
Exercises written: Text-book? . . ............. .' ................................ . 
Reading and other work? ..... . ..... , ... .. , , , , ... , . , , . . . . . . . .................. . 
I American: Text-book? .. , , ................................................... . English: Text-book? ................ . ........................................ . Other? ............ ... ........................... ... ....................... . 
Physiology: Text-book? ................................. . 
Pb.r-1c:.al Cic<:w'1'-Ph.Y; Te~t-boolit? ............ , ...... .•...... 
C1l f: 
1:1:1 "' (ll ... 
"' 0 
... 2 
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T cacltcn and Ofliccn 
N SNYDER M. A., Litt. D., LL. IIE RY • , 
President 
A MA o DuPRE, A. B., A. M., Head 
. . Mathematics and GerlllOI Instructor in 
J.M. STEADMAN, : B. 
fostr1"tor in Lahn 
w. w. MOONEY, B. 
I iistructor i>i German 
A. w. HORTON, A. B. 
Instructor in Englisl• 
A.G. REMBERT, A. B., A. M. 
InstrHctor in Greek 
J. c. NDERSON, A. B., GA. {. ,. ... 
fostrnctor in History and eograr'"I 
T. M. HAMER, A. B. . 
fostnictor in M atheniatics and HulOf'J 
R. G. BRESSLER, A. B. 
Instrt"tor in Gymnasiiim 
J. H. ALLEN, ~: D. 
Resident Physician 




Offord College Fitting School grew out of the pre-
department of Wofford College. It was known as 
department until October, 1887, when the 
moved away from the college and made a separate 
In 18c)5 it was brought again to the college cam-
it is now located. It is seen, therefore, that, as a 
'tution, it is a little over twenty years of age. 
Ai• 
the school furnished a place for those boys who 
college and were not ready for the work, and for the 
city when the schools were not so good as they 
Then, there were boys from a distance who 
preparatory department for the special purpose 
for college. Since 1887 the number of boys in 
bas increased, while the number in the first class 
a mm1mum. The special work of the Fitting 
prepare for college. Parents are more and more 
when a boy i to go to college, he is entitled to 
preparation for it. They see that good training 
value that one year pent in a good preparatory 
a matter of highest economy, instead of a year's 
ey wasted. But there are some boys who wi h 
years of thorough training, although they do not 
mtel' college. It is the aim of the school to meet the 
boys. It is probably true that not more than 
of the school children ever enter college, and it 
that about ninety-eight per cent. must get their 
in the preparatory school. A school that does 
work, therefore, is entitled to consideration. It is 
the Fitting School to give a boy such training as 
him to meet successfully the problems of life. 
some boys who are almost ready for college and 
on some conditions, but their parents wish them 
• first year away from home in a good prepara-
because of the discipline. The teachers are 
with the boys, living in the same house 
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with them, so that there is a better opportunity of · 
their studies and shaping their characters. For such 
the Fitting chool offers some advantages. 
Limittd School 
Knowing how difficult it is to ~iv~ thorough ins 
large classes, we have decided to hm1t the number ~f 
to one hundred boarders and fifty day pupils. 
classes will be small and, whenever it can .be done, 
not have more than twenty boys in one section. If 
shall have fewer than twenty. In this way, with an 
tunity of individual instruction, the very best re ults 
obtained. It will be well for parents who intend to SeDll 
boys to the Fitting School ~o :nake application as . oon 
sible. An application blank 1s m another par t of this 
Location 
The school is located in partanburg, the most P 
town in upper Carolina. Being 816 feet above c~-1 
an annual mean temperature of 61 degrees, the clunale 
celent. Our students have the advantages. and . con 
of this growing, wide-awake city of 20,000 mhab1ta~ts. 
on the main line of the outhern, between \Va. hm 
New Orlean , between Nashville, Charles~on and Ja 
and on the C. & W . C., it is easily accessible. Tele 
telephone communications are excellent. 
RtligioDI and Educational Adoantagu 
Spartanburg is known as 'the city of churches and 
There are two college , one for men and one for wo 
colleges and schools have very largely made the 
there is an atmosphere of culture and refinement here 
does not often find in a city of this size. 11 of the 
religious denominations are repr~sented her~, anrl the 
some church building are the pnde of the city. The 
are required to attend Sunday school and ;).t I.ea t one 
ser vice every Sunday, at the church where their par 
nate. The Wofford College Lyceum has ~one more 
other form of popular education for the intellectual 
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of the city and the tudent body. For the mall sum of 
the student of the Fi tting School hear every year from 
eight of the most prominent lecturers in the country. A 
of those who have spoken are : Dr. C. T . Winche ter, 
Leland Powers, Dr. Hamil ton W. Mabie, Dr. Henry Van 
Dr. Lyman Abbott, Dr. Edwin A. Alderman, Hon. John 
Williams, Hon. William J ennings Bryan, Dr. Woodrow 
Bishop John H. incent, Ernest Seton Thompson, 
Dixon, Jr., George Keenan. 
Baildi•gs 
MAIN DORMITORY 
ain Dormitory is a three-story brick building, con-
twenty-eight bed-rooms and the dining-hall. It is 
by steam and lighted by electricity. The rooms are 
' tly arranged and every one opens to the sunlight. 
teachers and the matron stay in th is building. 
ALUM I IIALL 
· Hall is a two-story brick building containing twelve 
The room are comfor table and open to the sunlight. 
ding is lighted by electricity. It is within thirty feet 
main building; so the boys in this building are conven-
tbe dining-room in the main building. The sanitary 
are excellent for both buildings, each having water 
and other conveniences. 
RECITATION HALL 
recitation building i a new two-story brick building, 
lllndsome and conveniently arranged for school pur-
There are five cla s-rooms, a chapel, an office and cloak-
It is fitted up with comfortable desks and slate black-
and the light is excellent. 
GYM NASI UM 
Fitting School has the privilege of using the college 
, and the college gymnasium instructor has charge 
ttting School classes. If the matter of exercise were 
y to the students some of them would neglect it; 
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therefore, the work of the gymnasium is com~ulsory. 
have found that it is beneficial from the standpomt of 
LIBRARY 
The school library contains about 500 volume . 
there are other libraries at the disposal of the students. £ 
Kennedy Library in the city is open to_ ~e students « 
small fee. The College library, contammg about 17 
volumes-dose to our building-is open ~o the. students 
out charge. The reading room is supplied with a good 
lection of representative periodical literature. 
Lit1ta'1 Socidin 
The Carlisle and Legare Literary Societies meet r 
every Saturday night. The training which the stu~e:its 
ceive in these societies from the regular work and JOmt 
bates, etc., is of great value to th~m: We attach so much 
portance to the work in these societies that we make 
ship in them compulsory. A fee of one dollar and fifty 
is charged, which is not to be counted as a part ~f ~he 
charges, as it goes into the treasuries of the societies 11111 
for their exclusive use. 
Atliletica 
The school authorities believe in athletic , but the! do 
believe that too much time should be given to athletic 
A certain standard of work is required of those who take 
in these sports, and this prevents neglect of work on the 
of students. 
Tltt Beardint Dtpartmtnt 
The boarding department is under the direct control of 
Headmaster, assisted by the Matron. In the m .. 
every effort is made to supply the table ~vith nounshi?f 
well-prepared food, and with as great variety as the pnce 
allow. ll students under twenty-one years of ~ge are 
quired to board in the dormitory, u~less par~nts w1 h 
board with near relatives who live m the city. In the 
case, written request must be made by parents, and each 
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this kind is considered on its own merits. The Headmaster 
the r ight, even after such request has been granted, 
require any student to come into the dormitory when it 
best for the student and the school. 
Martagtmtnt 
la dealing with the students placed in our care we try to 
our methods of teaching and discipline to their mental, 
and physical requirements; and to this end encourage 
them a high moral tone, diligence, perseverance and 
, and a proper participation in healthy exercise. The 
line of the school is kind, but firm, and each student i 
as much work as he can accomplish consistently with 
hne and good health. 
flt Fitting School is not a reformatory. Incorrigible boys 
boys who have been expelled from other institutions u ill 
bl admitted. It is asking too nmch of boarding school 
· 'es to request them to take a boy whose cond1tct has 
Nh as to warrant the belief that he will be a disittrbing 
I in the life of the school. 
following are the more important rules for the govern-
of student , obedience to which i firmly enforced: 
ts must not leave the grounds without permission. 
O profane or obscene language is allowed. 
bling on the walls and soiling the floors are forbidden. 
· g and disorder in the rooms are forbidden. Hours 
for study must be strictly observed. During these 
there must be no visiting or wa ting of time. 
playing is forbidden. A second offense will merit sus-
student who drinks intoxicating liquors, or engages in 
or leaves the grounds when restricted because of de-
or has firearms in his possession, or is out of his room 
the grounds at night without permis ion will be sent 
immediately. Other offenses will be dealt with as the 
of the cases require. 
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Study Hall 
Students who are not doing sati factory work and t 
fined to the grounds for any rea on must study in the 
hall with one of the teachers. ny attempt to disturb tbe 
of the study-hall is treated as a serious offense, an~ 
in disturbing the order will be punished by expul ion. 
Li1t of Things to be Broaght 
The following articles are suggested: I pair blankets, 
erlet, 1 pillow, 4 heets (double bed), 4 pillow ca e 
els, 6 napkin , hair-brush and comb, tooth-brush, 2 
bag , Bible. All linen should be marked with the 
full name. 
Expenses 
Payments must be made promptly at the appointed 
Patrons mu t not ask indulgence in this regard. 
tuition for the three highest cla es i $40.00 a year, 
first class $30.00, and for the beginner's class $25.00. 
Payments are made in advance as follows: 
FIRST DAY OF OPE ING. 
econd, third and fourth clas es, tuition .... 
First class, tuition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Beginner's class, tuition . . . . . . . . . . . ... 11 
FIRST DAY OF FEBRUARY. 
Second, third and fourth classes, tuition 
First class, tuition . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · 
Beginner's class, tuition . . . . . . . . . . · · · '. ~ 
Sons of Iethodi t ministers do not pay fu ll tm 
them a charge of $ro.oo for the three highe t clas. ~ 
for the lowest cla s will be made, one-half of which 
paid at the opening and one-half on the fir ~ day ?f ~ 
No reduction will be made in ca e of expulsion, ch rm 
pen ion or withdrawal. In case of withdrawal on 
protracted illness, a part of tuition will be refunded. 
Breakage Fee 
breakage fee of $3.00 will be charged every bo 




fee i optional, though it is suggested 
parent pay it. If as many as thirty boys wish to 
medical fee, arrangement can be made by which no fur-
s will be made for the vi its of a physician. Thi 
pay for medicines, consultation, or service of a 
our e, houlcl any of the e become necessary. The fee 
a se ion, $4.00 a year. 
Board 
charge for board and room rent in $100.00, and for 
light 10.00, making in all $no.oo. One-half of the 
light fee i to be paid on entrance and one-half on 
day of February. o reduction \ ill be made in this 
leaving chool fo r any other cause than protracted sick-
llut in ca e of late entrance a reduction \ ill be made. 
and room rent are to be paid in eight equal payment 
. The fir~t payment i on the day of opening, the 
the fir t day of • ovember, and the other payments on 
of each month ther eafter. In ca e of late entrance 
begins to pay board and room rent when he enter~ 
nte of $12.50 a month. 
A Word to Parents 
1he first few days after your son enter chool, whether 
ber or after Christma , he will be home ick. In this 
be is dis. ati fied and ea ily yields to a natural in-
to give up and go home. You can materially help 
the school by being firm with him and Jetting him 
he is to remain at chool. When for any reason 
is di satisfied, take up the matter with the Head-
and it will be looked aft r. 
on reque. t of parent we allow boys to O'O home 
days. In all such cases we reque t that parent write 
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the Headmaster at least a week before it is de ired that 
boy be at home. Write to him directly. The rea on for 
is that it would sometimes be unwise for a boy to lcate 
work at a particular time, and a parent should know 
Courses of Study 
The courses of study are fixed and every tudent 
take one of the full courses. We sometime have 
from parents that their sons be not required to take 
studies. For reasons which need not be stated here, 
times we must decline these requests. There arc 
studies which a student may choose in preference to 
but he should always have a full course. If parents will 
their sons fill out fully and accurately the application 
in this catalogue it will help us very much in grading di 
pi ls. 
Engliilt 
The course in English is thorough and comprchen · 
is continued throughout the four years. It is arranged 
fully to meet the requirements of the leading college·. 
is to bring to the pupil's mind a thorough under tan 
the rules and principles which govern the ea y, forccf 
correct use of the English language. The work in 
partment includes the careful study of grammar, 
composition, and literature. Throughout the cour e 
regard is had to the formation of habits of original 
and correct expression. Constant practice in original 
position is required in the class. In addition to thi 
student's attendance in the literary societies afford 
opportunity for the attainment of ease and skill in the 
public debate. 
The course in literature is comprehensive. This 
sists in the careful study and thorough discussion in tbt 
room of selected masterpieces. The pupil is also givs 
course in general literature, selected by the teacher 
carefully under his direction. The course afford p 
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m~strai:dth~ fundamenta~ principles of form and thought 
y representative types of prose and verse. , 
FIRST YEAR 
laten.siSve StuBdy: Evangeline; Chri tmas Carol . Robinson 
• now ound. ' 
Parallel Reading· Wonder B k 
hold Tale ; Courtship of M~~s; S Gull.iver's Travels; 
tories in Seri ture La tandi h; Old Testa-
Years Defore Pthe Ma:f:1aB~~d; Hands ABnderson's Stories; 
Boo , ... s an ees 
- ~s: Lyte Grammar and Compositi~n. Benson & 
Practical Speller and Definer. , 
SECOND YEAR 
ive Study: Lays of Ancient R . 
re Island· Tom B ome • Enoch Arden; 
' rown at Rugby; The Deserted Vil-
le! Reading: Robinson Crusoe. Tom B , 
· Last f th 111 · ' rown s School 
' o e lv oh1cans; Pilgrim's Pro ess. I 
from Shakespeare; Snow Bound. gr , vanhoe; 
ext-Books: Emerson & Bender's Modern E . 
; Practical Speller and Definer. nghsh, Book 
THIRD YEAR 
ive Study: Sketch Book. Lad f th 
Johnson and 0'Iclsmith (MaCC:.ulay{ ~are~h ~~eL Essay~ 
and Elame; Shakespeare's Jul" ,..._ ynette, I R . ius 1..-<.esar. 
e eadmg: Franklin's Autobiography. T . Told 
; Merchant of Venice. Quenf D , w1ce 
• Th Alh , tn urward; Poe's Prose 
' e ambra ; The Deserted Village. 
:Books: Scott and Denney's Elementary Compo ition 
• FOURTH YEAR 
ave Study: Macbeth · L' All 
Lycidas; Conciliation with the ex:~r~~Pe~elros.o, Comus 
I Essays on Addison and Milton. n o onies; Mac-
d~ ~~:~~~;: p~:;~ai~:: Venice; J uli~s Cresar; Sir 
. Carl I , E , of the Ancient Mariner . 
of Sir Lay efs I· ss~ys on Burns; The Princess; The Vis~ 
un a , 1las Marner. 
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Text-Books: Lockwood and Emerson's 
Rhetoric or Hill s Principles of Rhetoric. 
History 
The course in history embraces ancient, Engli h, aDll 
ican History. Be ides the regular work done in class, 
reading is given, upon which the tu ent i exami 
work is so conducted that the tudent must frequently 
book of reference and advanced histories on the sub· 
studying. The lives of men prominent in the pa 
riod of history that the class is tudying 
reading and study. 
FIRST YEAR 
Text-Book: Eggleston's United States Hi tory. 
SECO D YEAR 
Text-Book: Eggleston's r ew Century History of 
ed States. 
THIRD YEAR 
Text-Book: Cheney"s English History. 
FOGRTH YEAR 
Text-Book: 1yer s ncient History. 
German 
The course in German embraces two years. AD 
must choose between Greek and German in the thn 
THIRD YEAR 
The work for this year comprises: Drill upon the 
of grammar; pecial empha is upon pronunciation; 
cises; the reading of about roo pages of connected 
Te>..1:-Book: Bacon German Grammar. 
FOURTH YEAR 
The work will compri e: the reading of about 200 
connected prose or poetry; continued drill in gr 
exercises in translation. 
Text-Book: Thomas' Practical Grammar. 
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. Latin 
ID Latin extend 
ent thorouO'hly in fver three years. The aim . t 
po "bl " orms to · 1s o ss1 e, and to fa T .' give him the lar t 
:Yntax. The Roman :1 :~:~e l1im with the sim!~er 
from the fir t of pronunciation . . 
· JS ln-
SECO 'D YEAR 
of this year is . 
of lo to give the stud daiJ rm . A an effective cnt a thorough 
y oral exerci es and blac;:;,eans of attaining this 
part of the year some oard work are used 
: Moulton's Introdu tconnecte_d pro e is read. . 
c Ory Lat111. 
TlIIRD YEAR 
the first part of the 
Four books of r-_ year there is a thorough re . 
tft......_h '--« ar are read W view 
-vug out the year ff . eekly exercises 
student . · n e ort i m d . 
a work111g vocab 1 . a e this year : Bennett's Lar G u ary 111 Latin. 
Latin Prose Compo1~t. rammar; Bennett's r_s 1 ion. '--« ar; 
• d FOURTII YEAR 
JS evoted to the tud of . 
Cataline, the Pro frchia Cicero. The four Ora-
Rad. In addition ti . , and the Pro Man ·1· 
, 1ere JS advan d 1 10 
ce ynta.x and 
: Ke! ey' Cicero s 
; Bennett's Latin 
. Creek 
elected Or f C .. a tons; Bennett' 
ompos1tions. 
1ed in the fourtl book r 1 year and the . ior beginner . . work i a careful 
mwh I 111 connection . h 
:J• ' tie torie of G . wit the read-
leveral sel~ction from Plu~:::h~1fe: Mythology is 
The year r given t G live are read . 
• GI o ramm 111 
• ea on and Atherton' p·ar and the naba i 
, irst Greek Book An-· 
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.!cienct 
The course in Science covers three years-the second, 
and fourth. In the second year Physiology is studied. la 
third year some modern text-book in Physical G 
studied. The fourth year is devoted to Physics. The 
in Physics is both theoretical and practical. Special 
put upon laboratory work. 
Text-Books: Tarr's New Physical Geography; 
Physiology; Carhart's & Chute's Physics for High S 
Mathematics 
The course extends over four years. In all the 
branches effort is made to have the pupils grasp the 
that underlie the subjects studied, to think clearly and 
cally, and to work accurately. 
FIRST YEAR 
Text-Books: Sutton & Bruce's Arithmetic; Wen 
First Steps in Algebra. 
SECOND YEAR 
Text-Books: Sutton & Bruce's Arithmetic; 
New School Algebra. 
THlRD YEAR 
Text-Book: Well's A Second Course m 
FOURTH YEAR 
Text-Book: Wentworth's Plane and Solid 
Durell's Complete Geometry; Well's New Plane and 
Trigonometry. 
!egi1tntr1' Clau 
Special attention is called to this class. Boys wbt 
done the equivalent of the work in the fifth grade 
it; and those who make distinction on the year's w 
be promoted to the Second Class, thereby saving one 
the course. As we limit this class to a small n 
dividual instruction can easily be given. 
The course of study is as follows: 
English: Maxwell's Introductory Lessons in English, 
ler's English Grammar; Swinton's Word Book. 
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Arithmetic : Smith's Intermediate Arithm t• Ristor E e ic. 
y: ggleston' New Century History. ~bra: Wentworth's First Steps in 1 b 
Latin: Moulton's Introductory Latin. ge ra. 
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Fourth Claa& 
comr 
Ackerman, D. S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Colleton 
Berry, E. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marion 
Berry, H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marion 
Breeden, P. L. . . . . . . . ......... Marlboro 
Brice, L. K. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg 
Byers, M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg 
Carlisle, A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg 
Cox, W. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chester 
Davenport, B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenwood 
Dorn, L. F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
DuBose, H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lee 
Dunbar, I. D ......................... Union, 
Feagan, H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg 
Grier, L ..................... Spartanburg 
Jenkins, R. S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenwood 
Killg, L., S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kershaw 
Lawton, M. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg 
Mahon, W. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Andersoo 
Marscher, R. C. . . Spartanburg 
McCulloch, J. I. .. Cherokee 
McWhirter, Jas. . ... Union 
Moore, F. . . . . Spartanburg 
Pell, J. S. . . . . Spartanburg 
Phillips, W. D . .... .... . ....... .. Orangeburg 
Pitts, J. G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Laurens 
Rast, L. 0 ....................... Lexington, 
Sims, M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg 
Smith, A. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dorchester 
Sprott, D. J. . . . . . . . . . . Greenwood, 
Sprott, J. M. . . . . . . . . . ....... .. Spartanburg 
Sprott, T . Z. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg 
Steadman, W. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dorchester 
Tompson, W. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pickens 
Townsend, J. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marlboro 
Weeks, J. W. .. .. .. .. ...... Clarend~ 
Williams, E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg 
CATALOGUE 
Tlaird c1 ... 
Section A 
COUNTY. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fairfield, S. C. 
. . . . . . . . Union, S. C . 
• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chester, S. C. 
C. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clarendon, S. C. 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Horry, S. C . 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
H. . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Union, S. C. 
G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Laurens, S. C. 
C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cherokee, S. C. 
B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sumter, S. C. 
C. •....................... Lee, S. C . 
• G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Union, S. C. 
• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C . 
• . W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bamberg, S. C. 
F. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . Cherokee, S. C. 
Section B 
J. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Anderson, S. C. 
]. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. Williamsburg, S. C. 
O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Florence, S. C. 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cherokee, S. C. 
W. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . Laurens, S. C. 
• • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
........ York, S. C. 
. . . . . . Richland, S. C. 
• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C . 
• • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Florida 
. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chester, S. C. 
R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. C. 
G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Laurens, S. C. 
, • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dorchester, S. C. 
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Hoffmeyer, McB ................... Florence, S. 
Hyatt, F. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richland, 
Jackson, O. W .......... . 
Lawrence, R. E. . . . . Florence, 
atterson, A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnwell, 
Ray. Wm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Spartanburg, 
Richardson, K. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ndcrson, 
cott, R. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenville, 
Simpkins, R. M. . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. Edgefield, 
Smith, J. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Thrower, H. T ................... Lexington, 
sher, . B. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Marlboro, 
Water , C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Watson, E. L. . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield, 
v hitman, D .... ... ... . 
Wilkinson, J. W ......... ..... . 
s~cond Class 
Section A 
Bomar, \J m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Cantrell, F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Carter, Cha ................... .... York, 
reighton, Chas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg. 
i\lard, D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Dargan, \ m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Spartanburg. 
Enloe, J. J. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . nderson, 
Epps, L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Good, C. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . York. 
Graham, John . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . partanburg 
Harri , J. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg. 
Hood, W. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... York, 
Huiet , G. \ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . aluda, 
"tiutto, R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · 
Ingraham, ................ . 
Jeurette, W. D ........ . 
Lanford, H. S .. . 
Lyles, . C. ......... . 
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erchant, E. . . . . cou 'TV. 
aldrow, H. G. . . · · · · · · · · · · Spartanburg, c. 
C. B. . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . Lee, S. C. 
s • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Calhoun C 
t • • • • • • • • I • • 
n Geo · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Greenwood s C 
1 S. L . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Horr/ . C. 
w, j. . . .'. '.'. .. .. .. .. · · .. .. .. .. Marion'. s: c: 
J · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. Lee C ~. E.· : .. : . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Spartanburg'. : c: 
· J · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Spartanburg C 
n,' A: ii . .' .' .' .' .' .' .. .. .. .. .. Spartanburg: s: c: 
EC ........ ......... . Lee C 
' . . . . . . . . . . J T · · · · · · · · · · · · partanburg C 
' . . .... · · .. .. .. .. Kershaw: s: c: 
Section B 
11, H. ]. .... O · · · · · · · · · · · · Charleston 
: A: \\~. ·. · · · · · · · · · partanbu:-g: s: ~: 
, P. .. .. . : : : : : : : : : .. · · ~ · Spartanburg, S. C. 
on P · · · · · · · · · · · . Kentuc\...-y 
R0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Marlboro, . c. 
, J. ·.: .. '. .. '. · .'.' · · · · · · · · · · partanburg, S. C. 
, R. . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · Spartanburg, . C. 
L R. . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · Spartanburt:r, . C. 
0 f ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · North arolina 
, G ... '. '. '. '. '. '. '. '. '. · · partanburg, . c. 
]no. . . . . · · Spartanburg, . C. 
· · · · · · · · Spartanburg, . C. 
· · Beaufort, . c. 
· · Fairfield, . c. 
· · Spartanburg, . c. 
. . · · · · · · partanburg, . C. 
W. J. . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · Spartanburg, . c. 
T. G. . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Chesterfield . c. 
W ..... .'.' .'.' · · · · · · · · · · partanburg, . C. 
G. D. . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Marion, S. C. 
. ..... H. A. . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · Colleton, S. C. 
· · · · · · · · · · · · Anderson S c ' . . 
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First Class 
cou iTY. 
Williams, 1\I. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... York, S. 
Cathcart, F .............. . .......... York, S. 
Fitchette, I . F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Berkeley, 
Grimsley, R. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Williamsburg, 
Hagood, T . R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Hey, H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Berkeley, S. 
J oho on, R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. 
I inard, L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Lachicotte, E . L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Georgetown, 
Logan, A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, S. 
mith, C. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Still, Geo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnwell, 
'Weathersby, Geo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnwell, S. 
Beginntrs' Class 
Connor, T ............ .... .. . 
Graham, Geo. . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Graham, S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Williamsburg, 
Hammond, A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Harley, H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Herring, J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Ross, E. . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
Tanner, P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spartanburg, 
.. . . . . . . 
C T LOGUE 
Stadtnls by Ceantits 
5 Kershaw .. . . 
I Laurens .. . . 
3 Lee .. . . 
I Lexington .. . . 
2 Marion . . . . . . 
J Marlboro .. . . 
I Orangeburg 
4 Pickens .. . . 
. . 3 Richland . . . . 
2 Saluda .. . . . . 
2 Spartanbt:rg . . 
2 Sumter . . . . . . 
3 Union .. . . . . 
I William burg . . 
2 York .. . . . . 
3 Florida . . . . . . 
I Kentucl~y .. . . 
I rorth Carolina 
4 
~ Total .. . . 
. . 2 






. . 1 
~ 
. . I 
. . 66 
I 
. . 6 
. . 3 
. . 7 




CARLISLE FITTING SCHOOL 
BAMBERG, s. c. 
! . C. Guilds, Headmaster. 
The Carlisle Fitting School will re-open Septe,nber, 
and, through the appropriation of the last annual 
ference, under the most auspicious circumstances ia 
hi tory. This appropriation supplies a long-felt need, 
the chool can now move forward with improved eq · 
stronger faculty, and in every way prepared for more 
cient work. 
The Plant 
The school property is an excellent one; ituated 
large campus in the choice section of the flouri hing 
of Bamberg. The main building is a two-story, 
brick tructure, affording a large auditorium, mu. ic 
recitation rooms, library, gymnasium, and two literary 
ty halls. n the campus also are two separate do 
for boys and girls and the home of the Headmaster. 
Coarse of Instruction 
The new Faculty are determined that the school bal 
the great work for which it was created-properly train 
and girls for college courses. With this in view, a coune 
instruction ha been mapped out in accord with the 
ments of the ssociation of Colleges and Pre 
Schools of the Southern States. This means that whtt 
course of study is completed the studeiit will have ro• 
with the entrance requirements of any i11sliilttio11 of 
S outh. Wofford College, with its raised standard and 
creased entrance requirements, feels the need of a school 
train prospective students in the southern part of the 
and, in a more general way, to be a stimulu to the ideall 
cholarship which it is striving to create and maintain. 
CATALOGUE 
Special Students 
rei:ular fo~-year. course of instruction will be given, 
lp«lal pron ·ion will be made for any students who may 
be prepared for these classes. 
Number Limited 
number of boar ding students which the school can 
is limited. Comfortable accommodations for forty-
boys and thirty girls can be provided. This limited 
of students gives the advantage of having the close 
t of members of the Faculty, and makes it possible 
Faculty to give each student special and individual 
Expense 
expen es have been placed at the very lowest figures 
t with good work. $1 50 .00 pays fo r board, tuition, 
rent, fuel, light , and all regular fees. 
rite for further information to the 
HEADMASTER, 
Bamberg, S. C. 
THE WOFFORD COLLEGE SUMMER SCHOOL FOR TEA 
First Sessio11, !t111e 23-!t1ly 20, 1909 
From the following outline of policy and purpose may .. 
some idea of this school and the lines along which it will 
oped: 
r. To offer in the State an opportunity to teachers to p 
selves for increasingly efficient work in common chool . 
2 . To aid in equipping teachers for high school work. 
3. To enable the inexperienced graduates of colleges, wbo 
teach, to profit by the instruction and experience of practical 
in the high school branches. 
4- To keep up the work already so well begun by the f 
summer schools of bringing the teachers of the State t 
exchange of opinion and experience, for the stimulation and 
ment of personal and intellectual association, and for the 
meat of a professional spirit and unity. 
5. To develop courses looking to the degree of L. L Tlit 
done by gradually adding other branches and advanced 
fundamental culture and profesional studies, by outlining 
done in the interval between summer schools. 
6. To enable our teachers to unite with the foregoing 
and advantages, the benefits of rest, recreation, and 
course in the fine summer climate of the near-mountain 
Faculty 
As will be seen from the following list, the Faculty i 
fessors from other colleges and some of the leading teachen 
in the school work of the State. 
H. N. S. YDER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Encatioe Committee 
A. G. REMBERT, Chairman 
A. MASON DuPRE, Registrar 




' A. B., A. M., Principal of Spartanbur H" 
Geometry and Arithmetic g igh School 
a s. BIOWN! Primar T h . 
, .Y eac er m Spartanburg City Sch 1 
Primary Met hods oo s 
0..nu., Ph. D., Profe 0 f M d 
r o • o ern Languages in Woff d College or 
French and Germaii 
Ill., A. B., A . .M., Profe sor of English . Cl 
E11glish Literature m emson College 
A. MASON DUPRE, A. B., A M 
Headmaster of Wofford College Fi~tin~ School 
Algebra 
IDMuNDs, A. B., Superintendent of Sumter City 
Grammar a11d Rhetoric Schools 
2'.urs, A. B., Superintendent of Spartanburg City S h 1 
Geography a11d Physiography c oo s 
iss CAROLrnE PAULISON McM A llpervj - AKIN, B 
sor of Music in Spartanburg City Sch~ols 
Music 
lfonoN, B. ~h P:ofessor of Physics in Converse College 
ys1es a11d Physiology 
, A. B., A. 'I., PrQfessor of Greek in 
Latill Wofford College 
H. N. s. 'YDER, A. L, Litt D. LL D 
t and Profes or .of English in Wofford. College 
Literature 
]. ~· TILLINGHAST, B. S., M A 
of H1storHy .and Economics in Con~erse College 
islory a11d Civics 
PATTERSON WARDLAW, A. B. LL D 
ofPedag · h ' · · 
ogy m t e University of South Carolina 
Pedagogy 
OUTLINE OF COURSES 
Algebra 
A. Maso11 D11Pre 
T wo courses will be offered. It is presumed 
these cou rses have such a working knowledge of the subject that 
work ca~ be made a rapid review. The principal aim will be to 
teachers 10 some of the difficulties they have met in teaching A 
The first course will begin with Factoring and end with Quad 
the second will begin with Involution and Evolution and end with 
Progressions. 
Te.:rt-Book.-Wentworth's New School Algebra. 
Arithmetic and Geometry 
W. G. Blake 
ARITBMETic.-For teachers of grammar and high . ch1v1l 
~ethod as well as matter will be considered, and proper disc · 
tton made between subject value . 
Te.:rt-Book.-Milne's Progressive A ri thmetic, Third Book. 
PLANE GEOMETRY.-For entrance requirements. E ·pedal att 
will be given to methods of introduction of the subject to be • 
The importance of independent mathematical thinking as brought 
by numerous original exercises will be stressed. 
Te.i·t-Book.-Wentworth's Plane Geometry-Revised. 
Cioics and American History 
J. A. Til/i11gliast 
Crvrcs.-This course will be shaped in such manner a to affcd 
rapid review of the subject, yet at the same time conny ideas u 
the best method of teaching this subject in our public chool . 
Te.:rt-Book.-Wallace's "Civil Government in South Carolina 
the United States." 
A~rnRICAN HtSTORY.-The aim of this cour e will not be to co er 
much subject matter as can be crowded into the four wceb, 
rather to use certain important epochs of our hi tory in such 
as to show how the subject should be taught. How to study th11 
ject, how to teach it effectively, how to use blackboards, map , etc., 
helps-these will be the main objects in view, although as much 
ject matter will be covered at the same time as is con i tent with 
pu rpo es defined. 
Text-Book.-Thompson's "History of the United States." 
CAT LOG E 93 
Literature 
H .• •. Snyder will deliver a course of lectures during the last 
ttk of the school on the Aims and Iethods of Literary Study. 
English Literature 
D. W. Daniel 
'""" I will cover a considerable part of the whole high school 
hich is made up largely of selections from American writers. 
kief sun·ey of the life and time of each writer will be followed 
a dose tudy of one or more selections and a more general study 
odlen. This course is intended chiefly to be helpful to teachers 
literature in high schools. 
Tiie text-book will be: Literary Ia terpieces (Houghton, • [ifflin 
Co.); The • [erchant of Venice; the Ancient Mariner. 
Co11rtt I/ will be chiefly a study of the poetry of Tennyson. A 
review of the life and times of the poet will be followed by a 
of selection from his poem , with the endeavor to understand 
methods oi work, the development of his art, the beauty of his 
the cxpres ion of the poet's life, and the message he brings to 
• d. 
Ut·Book.-Any good edition of Tennyson's poetry will be satis-
, but '"Poems by Tennyson," edited by Van Dyke nad published 
Ginn & Company in the Athenaenum Press Series, will be follow-
clotcly. 
Grammar and Rhetoric 
S . H . Ed111u11ds 
O..OSmo.· AND RH ETORJc.-The object of this cour•c is a practical 
tion of this subject. It is clear that no satisfactory course in 
ICimce of Rhetoric could be covered within the limited time: it 
be the endeavor of the instructor, with the assistance of the very 
little text-book selected, so to present the subject to the 
that they will realize a genuine benefit when they resume 
ork next fall. His effort will be to make them sure o f their 
when handling questions involved in the writing of Engli h-
great de ideratum to know that you are right and to know why 
are right. Supplementary lectures will be given based upon Rich-
Grant White's Words and their U es. 
-Book.- \'oolcy' Handbook of Compo ition. 
R GIAMMAR.-The object of this course will be the develop-
of power to deal successfully with the many grammatical prob-
lhat pre ent themselves. Grammar is not an easy subject. It is 
because it has to do with the logic of the language. I t is an 
study and involves to a very la rge degree the reasoning facul-
94 WOFFORD COLLEGE 
Ii d and thoroughly establi bed ty. There are hence well d~ ne ' the whole subject ud 
pies which, if we!~ und~rsto~o~i~;lenco':;nection that runs , 
one to see that t ere is t I defined as that of Mathemabel. 
science of Grammar _as c ear y at the Wofford Summer 
. f th cour~e m Grammar . 
obJect o e . · . 1 . the student's possession. be to place this power wit 1m 
Te:rt-Book.-Buehler's. 
French and German 
w. A. Colwell 
. F ench and German will include 
The courses m r "d ading of easy prose, compo essentials of grammar, _rap1 re 
fon and sight translation. . . ' B . . g German; 
I I Te~t-Books-B1erw1rth s egmmn GERMAN .-  
German Reader. B '" -Bevier's French Grammar; Super'1 FRENCH 1.-Te:rt- oo ... s 
R eader. 
GEOCRAPBY.-1. 
Geography anl Physiography 
Fra11k Eva11s 
Study of the school district, develcpmcat 
topography of type forms. 1 bes and interpret wind and 
2. How to read maps'. usle g1·0 t.'c and life conditions of S d f the phys1ca , c Lma I . re~~tio~ ~ ohuman occupation and indl ustr1es. 
k F • Higher Geograp 1y. . Te:rt-Boo .- ryes A . of field lessons 111 
PHYSICAL GEOCRAPHY.-I. ~cries 
1 nt erosion etc. --~ basins, valley deve opml eb ' th at~osphere, the oceans, auu 
2 The earth as a g o e, e 
. Discussions and reference work. ~e:rt-Book.-Tarr's Physical Geography. 
Latin 
A. G. Rembert 
f Bain's First Latin Book, be_gi·m~ 
LATIN 1.-Stu?y o d . 1 ding a review of mllectlOm 62 on the Infimtve, an me u 
uses. ·11 ad Ovid with special reference to 
LATIN II.-\ I re , th ds of translation. The 
ogy construction, correct me ~ d through a seric of 





TEAcHINc.-This course is in tended to help the teacher 
the solution of those problems which force themselves upon tly, 
topics as the following will be considered : Physical conditions 
; preliminary arrangements; the fi rst day; class-organiza-
cllu-management; the sclledule; the lesson; the assignment; 
of pupil ' study; conduct of the recitation; questioning; re-
; government of the school; relation to school officials, 
and to the community. 
od.-Sccley's ew School Management (Hinds). 
AL Psvcuotocv.-The purpose of this course is threefold. 
lie.Ip the teacher to understand the most important facts of Bfe. 
apply these to the work of teaching. 
PftPare fo r the intelligent reading of educational discussions. 
attention will be devoted to the process of learning and 
of the special topics that are so rich in suggestiveness to the 
study of the subject is required. 
I •PsJchological Principles of Education" will be used as the 
1*t students are advised to bring with them any other books 
that they may have. 
Plty1ic1 and Physiology 
W. H. Morton 
A rcneral course in Physics, covering the subjects con-
die tfxt adopted by the State Board of Education (Fisher & 
Pbysics-D. C. Heath). Lectures, illustrated by experi-
...._; numerical exercises; laboratory work A feature of 
will be sugge tions and instruction in the construction and 
and incxpen ive apparatus. 
.-This cour e will be ba cd upon Krohn's Physiologies, 
'1 D. Appleton. It will be abundantly illustrated by models, 
Primary Mtthod1 
Mrs. Brow11e 
of this course is to aid students to become primary teach-
Jaat what to do with children the first month in school. 
be a model class of beginners for an hour and a half 
lddition there will be di cussions on plans and methods-
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h . and pronunciation; n 




chool grade (fir t to 
. nd grammar s · · · tone Iusic for primary ~ form : ear t rammg' 
. o f following elementary 
P resentation . . tlle 
. . sight reading; dictation. ·11 be given by children of 
mg ' d on tration of above w1 (Cla s em I ) . 
I de from city schoo . . d. I The child voice; era gra . t ill be d1 cu se · · u4 
The following subiec . w . h. monotones; rote songs 
nd development; ial~ing from pd1tc t~ music: classification of 
a . \atton of wor s 
inging; obiect, re b. ts ' ith chool work. . -
lation of song su JCC . le key (. un1atu. 
corre f Theory ; notation, ca ' . f tbeoret:c p 
2 . Element nner of presentation o 1 terminology; order and ma a• applied in ungraded. sch.oo ~ 
hildren·s classes; work . - d. tation. metre d1ctat1on • 
to c 1 d writt~n ic ' ry-
3· Dictation; o:a an. from hearing; from memo ' 
. . . melodic!> wntten d1ctat10n, k c 
· · ican Boo 0• melodics. . Music Series- mer .b 
B k Harmonic ' any a po 1 Text- oo .- h. cour e to a. m 
' ote.-In order lo open t I 1sd le of each day fo r the ame 
1 . provided in the sc ie u d. that conflict at one 1our 1 . h to take slu 1es 
Hence t~ose who w1sthe other. 
take their music at • 
The First SeSSIOR 
22 and continued through 
The first session egan on Jhune The work was marked bJ 
ll d 14- teac ers. . Thi i . 
There were enro e :i I . h grade of efficiency. th 
\arity, earne tn s. and t t 111~ : than ten withdrew before . e 
videnccd by the fact t ia od the examinations. A re~1ew 
da. ' and fully So per cent. , sto ' n who fell below the rc~w_r 
) It ·n grade show onl) c\e ho fell below it m 
resu s 1 b. ts taken two w h 
f -o in the three su JCC . h·le 32 per cent. of t e 
o I I 14 m one subicct, w I jects, on Y t ver 8o d-~ 
"" and 30 per cen · 0 · general lectures ten m 
over ,.-, · , d 1 own that many 1 · fi t p t experience na s I k Hence for t us r 
a the general wor . . r •t 
tract interest fro~ bring this feature within ~m1 b . 
lea t, it was decided to . . and yet at the same time ~ 
avoid dissipation of .encrg1~ stimulation of intere~t o~.t tde 
teachers the suggestion an k. During the session t I 
wider th;i.n the class-r~om w~r the .county superintendent an4 
d by the mee,111gs o {urthere t Association. 
School l rnprovemcn 
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State superintendent made a talk at the open ing and spent 
da" on the campus. It is both fitting and a pleasure here to 
from the inception of the plan to the close of the chool, h is 
will, encouragement, and co-operation were a di tinct element in 
• tendent Hughes delivered his suggestive and stimulating 
on con. tructive geography. And it is of fa r more than senti-
6ignificance that the la t public appearance of Dr. James H. 
wa before this body of hi fellow teachers. Those who 
dlis con ecreated teacher and inspiring leader will not soon fo r-
occasion. 
comi,1g se . ions it is the intention of the management to se-
ns from educational and civic leaders of the tate. 
Accommodations 
been made to accommodate over three hundred 
The buildings of the Wofford Fitting School reserved for 
tachers, could accommodate in comfort, over one hundred. In 
cottages, rcservccd for men, there was room for cventy-
·1e in homes and boarding house adjacent to the College, 
Wtre accommodations for some two hundred. 
Expenses 
of the State gave special rates. 
boarding hall, run in connection with the Fitting School, 
to tho e rooming in College cottages, the board was $15.00 
a month. The lower rate was given where three or fou r 
ing to occupy the large room . In the adjacent boarding 
the price ranged from $16.00 to 1 .oo, with a few at 20.00. 
teacher was expected to pay a co-operative fee of 10.00. This 
lcmcnted by a liberal subscription from the business men of 
was needed, and wa sufficient to meet the necessary expenses. 
Credits for Work 
AL or CERTIFIC'\lES.-By order of the State Board of Educa-
teacher' ' ·ho attended this Summer School have had their 
renewed upon presentation to their county superintendent 
ficatc of attendance and satisfactory work from the authori-
tbe Su111mer chool. 
-A y tematic record wa kept of the work done by the 
This will enable tho e who have done sati factory work for 
r, or cries of summers, to refer trustees or patrons of 
the authorities of the Summer School. 
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Progrtssive Work 
Reference to the outline of purpose and policy 
remarks above will show that teachers may plan to do 
work in any subject or group of subjects offered. In ad 
class-room work of the session, courses have been outr 
vate study during the year. Upon these courses examina' 
given at the opening of the next Summer session, and credit 
evidence of careful and effective study. The courses ou ' 
current year were sent out last October. 
As an incentive to our teachers to increase their prof 
ciency and deepen their culture, a course of study is now 
lined looking to the degree of Licentiate of Instruction. 
line, it is hoped, will be perfected in time for annou 
circular of the coming session, which will be issued by April 
